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Samenvatting, conclusies en aanbevelingen

Het doei van de voorliggende studie is drieledig. In de eerste plaats geeft het een literatuur
overzicht van de bestaande theorieën en concepten met betrekking getij-asymmetrie en het 
residuele sediment (zand) transport in estuaria. Vervolgens wordt de toepasbaarheid van de 
concepten geëvalueerd voor de Westerschelde Tot slot worden op basis van de resultaten 
aanbevelingen voor vervolg-onderzoek gedaan waarmee de huidige kennis, inzake 
getij asymmetrie, sediment transport en morfologie, kan worden vergroot en 
geoperationaliseerd.

De resultaten van de studie zijn gebaseerd op een aantal aannamen en inperkingen:
• Het estuarium is goed gemengd: horizontale en vertical dichtheids-gradiënten worden 

verwaarloosd.
• Het estuarium is getij-gedomineerd: de invloed van de rivieruitstroom en meteorologische 

omstandigheden op de waterbeweging en de getij-asymmetrie wordt buiten beschouwing 
gelaten.

• Het merendeel van de analyses is gebaseerd op een 1-dimensionale benadering.
• Voor de definitie van ‘de’ getijperiode wordt uitgegaan van de getij component M2.

Sam envatting en conclusies

Met getij-asymmetrie wordt bedoeld de eb-dominantie of vloed-dominantie van het verticale 
(waterstand) en horizontale (snelheid) getij. Het verticale getij is vloed-gedomineerd wanneer 
de rijzing van de waterstand (vloed) korter duurt dan de daling (eb). In de omgekeerde 
situatie is het verticale getij eb-gedomineerd. Het horizontale getij, de snelheid, is 
asymmetrisch wanneer het gemiddeld over een getij een netto (residueel) sediment transport 
veroorzaakt. Wanneer er sprake is van een landwaarts gericht residueel sediment transport is 
het horizontale getij vloed-gedomineerd. Eb-dominantie gaat gepaard met een netto sediment 
transport in zeewaartse (eb) richting. Een asymmetrie van het horizontale getij kan 
samenhangen met:
• Een verschil in de grootte van de maximum snelheid tijdens eb en vloed: wanneer de 

maximale stroomsnelheden tijdens vloed groter zijn dan tijdens eb is een 
vloedgedomineerd sediment transport zeer waarschijnlijk. Dit wordt verklaard doordat het 
sediment transport niet-lineair (maar sterker) toeneemt met de stroomsnelheid.

• Een verschil in de duur van stroomkentering na eb en vloed: een kortere stroomkentering 
na vloed dan na eb bevordert een zeewaarts gericht transport van fijn gesuspendeerd 
sediment.

Het astronomisch getij en de variaties in de asymmetrie van het getij kunnen worden 
beschreven door middel van harmonische componenten. Voor de karakterisering van de getij- 
asymmetrie wordt vaak uitgegaam van de amplitude verhouding en het relatieve faseverschil 
van M 2 en de hogere harmonische componenten (M 4 , Mó). Hierbij is de verhouding van de 
amplituden een maat voor de intensiteit van de asymmetrie, terwijl het faseverschil indicatief 
is voor de richting (eb of vloed-dominant).

Een theoretische analyse van de individuele niet-lineaire termen in de 1-dimensionale 
bewegingsvergelijk laat zien dat de hogere harmonische (M4, M6 etc.), de samengestelde 
componenten (MS4) en residuen (‘tidal rectification’) ontstaan door niet-lineaire interacties 
van M2 met zichzelf (auto-interactie) en andere basis componenten (bijv. S2). Zo worden



residuele stromingen en de hogere harmonische component M4 gegenereerd door de auto- 
interactie van M2 via drie niet-lineaire mechanismen: advectieve traagheid, bodem wrijving 
en longitudinale gradiënten in het debiet in relatie tot de komberging. De hogere harmonische 
component Mó ontstaat voornamelijk door interactie van M2 met zichzelf via de niet-lineaire 
bodemwrijving.

De asymmetrie van het horizontale getij kan in sterke mate worden bepaald door residuele 
stromingen. Een analyse van de residuele waterbeweging is lastig doordat deze sterk 
samenhangt met ruimtelijke variaties in de waterdiepte en horizontale geometrie. De 
residuele waterbeweging in de Westerschelde lijkt te worden gedomineerd door bathymetrie- 
gerelateerde residuele stromingen: op veel plaatsen in het estuarium is de dwarsdoorsnede 
gemiddelde residuele stroomsnelheid het (kleine) netto effect van een relatief grote vloed- 
gedomineerde reststroming in de vloedgeul en een eb-gedomineerde residuele stroming in de 
ernaast gelegen ebgeul. Dus het voorkomen van eb- en vloedgeulen gaat gepaard met 
horizontale residuele stroomcirculaties. De intensiteit van deze circulaties varieert tijdens de 
doodtij/springtij-cyclus met een factor twee.

De relatie tussen het horizontale en verticale getij is niet-lineair. Dit komt doordat de 
kombergingsbreedte en het doorstroomoppervlak variëren met de waterstand (hypsometrie- 
effect). Hierdoor hoeft een vloed-dominant verticaal getij niet noodzakelijkerwijs gepaard te 
gaan met een vloed-domineerde stroomsnelheid. Een uitwerking van de samenhang tussen het 
horizontale en verticale getij in de Westerschelde laat zien dat de hypsometrische 
eigenschappen van het geul/plaat systeem leiden tot een extra versterking van de asymmetrie 
in de water transporten (ten opzichte van het verticale getij) en een verzwakking van de 
asymmetrie in de stroomsnelheden.

Veldwaarnemingen van het verticale en horizontale getij in het westelijk deel van de 
Westerschelde tonen een duidelijke toename van de getij-asymmetrie met de getij slag: tijdens 
springtij is de asymmetrie groter dan tijdens doodtij. Dit wordt vermoedelijk veroorzaakt 
doordat de niet-lineaire interacties het sterkst zijn tijdens springtij (extreme getij-condities). 
Deze variatie komt tot uitdrukking in de opwekking van vier maal daagse en zes maal daagse 
samengestelde getij componenten (MS4 etc.). Deze samengestelde componenten blijken zelfs 
groter te zijn dan de hogere harmonische componenten M4 en Mß. Voor het bepalen van het 
belang en de betekenis van deze observaties voor het residuele sediment transport en de 
morfologie in het estuarium is aanvullend onderzoek nodig.

Eerder onderzoek naar de relatie tussen de asymmetrie van het verticale getij en de 
grootschalige morfologie van een estuarium laat zien dat de getij-asymmetrie nauw 
samenhangt met:
• De verhouding tussen de getij-amplitude en de gemiddelde waterdiepte in het estuarium.
• De verhouding tussen het plaat- en geulvolume, de hypsometrische eigenschappen van het 

geul/plaat systeem.
Opgemerkt wordt dat deze twee morfologische parameters niet onafhankelijk zijn van elkaar: 
een grotere geuldiepte gaat meestal gepaard met een groter geulvolume en beïnvloedt 
daardoor de verhouding plaat-/geulvolume. Uit diverse analyses blijkt dat ondiepe estuaria 
gekenmerkt worden door een vloed-dominante asymmetrie van het verticale getij. Eb- 
dominantie komt met name voor in diepere systemen met relatief veel intergetijdegebied. Dit 
concept, dat hoofdzakelijk is afgeleid voor wrijvingsgedomineerde, korte getijdebekkens is 
geëvalueerd voor (drie delen) van de Westerschelde. In eerste instantie is gekeken naar de 
grootschalige ruimtelijke variaties in de hypsometrische eigenschappen van het plaat/geul- 
systeem en de asymmetrie van het verticale getij. Hierbij is uitgegaan van de huidige situatie 
en een situatie in het verleden (1955/1971). Uit de analyse blijkt dat vloed-dominantie van 
het verticale getij gepaard gaat met een relatief kleine waterdiepte, terwijl in een dieper deel



van het estuarium met relatief veel platen het verticale getij eb-gedomineerd is. Dit komt in 
kwalitatieve zin overeen met het eerder genoemde concept van Speer et al. (1991). De 
grenzen tussen eb- en vloeddominantie vallen niet samen. Dit is niet vreemd omdat de 
Westerschelde wezenlijk verschilt van de systemen zoals die in het onderzoek van Speer et 
al. zijn bestudeerd. De Westerschelde is beduidend langer. Daarnaast is de waterbeweging in 
het estuarium alleen tijdens de korte perioden rond maximum stroom wrijvings-gedomineerd.

De evaluatie van het concept van Speer et al. (1991) is nog één stap verder uitgewerkt door te 
kijken naar de temporele veranderingen van de morfologie en getij-asymmetrie in drie delen 
van de Westerschelde. Ook deze analyse blijkt de kwalitatieve toepasbaarheid van het 
concept: de (kunstmatige) verdieping van het oostelijk deel is gepaard gegaan met een 
afname van de vloed-dominante getij-asymmetrie. Een verondieping en toename van het 
intergetijde-gebied in de meer westelijke (zeewaartse) delen van het estuarium resulteerde in 
een afname van de eb-dominantie van het verticale getij in het traject Temeuzen-Hansweert 
en het ontstaan/toename van de vloed-dominantie van het verticale getij tussen Vlissingen en 
Temeuzen. Dit betekent dat de theorie van Speer et al.(1991) op kwalitatieve wijze kan 
worden toegepast bij het inschatten van bijvoorbeeld de effecten van toekomstige ingrepen 
op de veranderingen in de asymmetrie van het verticale getij en de grootschalige sediment 
transport richtingen in delen van het estuarium.

Tot slot zijn enkele aanvullende morfologische parameters geformuleerd die eveneens van 
belang zijn voor de asymmetrie van het getij. Het verdient aanbeveling om deze in een 
vervolgonderzoek nader uit te werken zodat de parameterisatie van de getij-asymmetrie in de 
Westerschelde kan worden geoptimaliseerd.

Aanbevelingen

Naast de hierboven beschreven resultaten heeft het huidige onderzoek ook geleid tot de
identificatie van een aantal kennisleemten, waarvoor aanvullend onderzoek nodig is.

Voor de specifieke situatie van de Westerschelde wordt aanbevolen om aanvullende analyses
uit te voeren op het gebied van:
• Residuele stromingen. Deze blijken een grote rol te spelen in het resiudele transport veld 

in het estuarium.
• De verticale getij-asymmetrie. Hierbij moet worden gedacht aan het bepalen van de 

oorzaak van de verticale getij-asymmtrie op proces niveau. Deze analyse is in de huidige 
studie niet uitgevoerd omdat daarvoor modelberekeningen van de water waterbeweging 
nodig zijn.

• Sedimenttransport mechanismen in de Westerschelde. Voor een tweetal hypothesen is een 
verificatie op basis vanl-D en 2-D modelberekeningen:

• De asymmetrie van het verticale getij, ten gevolge van het ontstaan van hogere 
harmonische componenten, gaat gepaard met een vergelijkbare asymmetrie in het 
horizontale getij. Dus een vloed-dominant verticaal getij (rijzing duurt korter dan 
daling) leidt tot vloed-dominante stroomsnelheden (de maximum stroomsnelheden 
zijn tijdens vloed groter dan tijdens eb).

• De richting van het grootschalige sedimenttransport, d.w.z. geïntegreerd over de 
totale dwarsdoorsnede, en de uitwisseling van sediment tussen delen van het 
estuarium worden bepaald door de hogere harmonische componenten in het getij.

• De invloed van de zeespiegelstijging en de 18.6-jarige cyclus in het getij.



De meeste concepten kunnen op een kwalitatieve wijze op de Westerschelde worden
toegepast. Voor een betere en meer kwantitatieve toepassing wordt aanvullend
modelonderzoek aanbevolen:
• Een 1-dimensionale modellering van de waterbeweging waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt 

van de hypsometrische relaties voor de Westerschelde waarmee:
• De overgang tussen de eb/vloeddominantie in het diagram van Speer et al. (1991) 

kan worden bepaald voor de Westerschelde.
• Een analyse van aanvullende parameters kan worden uitgevoerd.
• De analyse van de invloed van de hypsometrie op de getij-asymmetrie verder kan 

worden uitgewerkt.
• Een 2DH-modellering van de waterbeweging voor een verdere analyse van de residuele 

waterbeweging in het estuarium.

Daarnaast wordt nieuw onderzoek aanbevolen om de geconstateerde kennisleemten in te
vullen. Hierbij gaat het om:
• Analyse van de relatie tussen het zesdaagse getij en de morfologie.
• Een 2DH-analyse van de relatie tussen de horizontale getij-asymmetrie en het sediment 

transport: dit betekent het uitbreiden van het werk van Van de Kreeke en Robaczewska 
(1993).

• Een analyse van andere aanvullende parameters die ook van invloed zijn op de getij- 
asymmetrie.

• Analyse van het effect andere factoren, zoals bijvoorbeeld meteorologische invloeden, op 
het sediment transport en de interactie met de getij-asymmetrie.
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I Introduction

I. I Background

The Western Scheldt is one o f the remaining open estuaries in The Netherlands that is 
strongly influenced by man. Land reclamation has reduced the size of the estuary by 40 % 
in less than 300 years. In this century the dredging and dumping activities have increased 
from less than 0.5 Mm3/year in 1950 to over 15 Mm3/year in 1975 (Vroon et al, 1997, Van 
den Berg et al, 1996). In recent years, a large dredging and dumping program has been 
executed to enlarge and maintain the navigation route to Antwerp. Since 1997 a deepening 
program is in progress and a new dredging and dumping program is initiated. For the 
various water management aspects, e.g. flood control and ecological functioning of the 
estuary, it is important to understand the impacts of human interference on the 
morphological development of the estuary in combination with the ever changing natural 
forcing, e.g. via tide, sea level rise etc.

The natural morphological development is the result of interactions between water motion, 
sediment transport and bed topography. In an estuary like the Western Scheldt where tidal 
action is an important forcing factor, it is the residual sediment transport that determines the 
morphological development. Therefore insight into the processes and mechanisms 
influencing the residual sediment transport plays a key role in the understanding of the 
morphological development o f the estuary under the influence of changing natural 
conditions and human interference.

An important factor causing residual sediment transport in estuaries is tidal asymmetry. In 
the Western Scheldt it is possibly a principal factor influencing the sediment exchange 
between the ebb tidal delta and the estuary, as well as between the various parts of the 
estuary. Analyses o f the historical data on tide and morphological development in the 
Western Scheldt (Gerritsen et al, 1999) indicate that there is a clear relation between the 
change of asymmetry of the vertical tide and the morphological development in the estuary. 
It is also shown that there is probably a direct relation between the asymmetry of the 
vertical tide and the net sediment flux. Insight into the generation of tidal asymmetry and its 
influence on the residual sediment transport is required for answering questions like:

• will the estuary drown under influence of sea level rise or will it silt up fast enough 
to keep up with the sea level?

• will there be a return flow of sediment between the dumping locations in the 
western part o f the estuary and the dredging sites in the eastern part?

• can sand mining be continued without affecting the system to an unacceptable 
extent?

In the last few decades a large number of publications have appeared on tidal asymmetry 
and its effects on the sediment transport and morphological development in estuaries. 
However, these publications are distributed over different sources and the reported studies 
are related to estuaries all over the world. In order to take maximum advantage of the

WL I delft hydraulics
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existing knowledge in studying the tidal waters in the Netherlands, in particular the Western 
Scheldt, Rijkswaterstaat commissioned WL|Delft Hydraulics to carry out the present study.

1.2 Objective of the stud/

The objective of the present study is
• to summarise the knowledge related to tidal asymmetry, sediment transport and 

morphological development in estuaries, as published in the last several decades, so 
as to become better accessible for studies on the Western Scheldt and other tidal 
water systems in the Netherlands;

• to investigate if and how the existing knowledge can be applied to the Western 
Scheldt estuary;

• to evaluate the significance of the tidal asymmetry to the morphological system of 
the Western Scheldt estuary;

• to make recommendations for further studies which will lead to a better
understanding of the tidal motion and the morphological development in the
Western Scheldt estuary.

1.3 Set up of the study

The study has been carried out in three steps. First a general literature survey on tidal 
asymmetry is carried out. The relevant and representative scientific publications on the 
subject have been collected and studied. Based on the literature survey the following 
general concepts and / or aspects are analysed and described in Chapter 2:

• the mechanisms determining the asymmetry of the horizontal tide,
• the relations between the constituents of the horizontal tides and those of the

vertical tides;
• the relations between the geometry (morphology) o f the estuary, or parts of it, and 

the asymmetry of the horizontal tide;
• the effect of the asymmetry of the horizontal tide on the bed-load and suspended 

load sand transport;
• the effect of the sea level rise and the 18.6-year tidal cycle on the asymmetry of the 

horizontal tide.
In the second step, these general concepts / aspects are investigated for the particular 
situation o f the Western Scheldt. In other words: the knowledge (concepts, theories, etc.) 
are checked against the characteristics o f the Western Scheldt, in order to assess their 
applicability to this estuary. If the answer is positive, recommendations will be made on 
how they can be applied; if the answer is negative recommendations will be made on how 
to adjust the theory, or to develop new theories.

1.4 Acknowledgement

The present study is carried out by Mrs. C. Jeuken, Prof.dr. H.J. De Vriend and Dr. Z.B. 
Wang from Delft Hydraulics in close co-operation with Mr. B.A. Komman from RIKZ- 
RWS. The contributions of Dr.H. Gerritsen and Prof.dr.M.J.F. Stive are gratefully 
acknowledged.
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2 General Theory

2 .1 General

In this chapter the literature study concerning the general theory of tidal asymmetry and 
residual sediment transport is reported. In Section 2.2 the basic theory concerning tidal 
asymmetry and residual sediment transport is summarised. Then an analysis of the relevant 
concepts /aspects as mentioned in Section 1.3 is given in Section 2.3. Per concept/aspect the 
knowledge reported in the relevant literature is summarised and combined with some 
further analysis.

The term tidal asymmetry usually refers to the distortion of the tidal wave that makes the 
flood period unequal to the ebb period. If the period of water level rise is shorter then the 
period of water level fall, the tide is called flood-dominant and in the opposite case it is 
called ebb-dominant. However, in the present study tidal asymmetry is considered in 
relation to the morphological development via the residual sediment transport. Therefore 
the concept tidal asymmetry will be considered in a wider sense and a distinction will be 
made between the asymmetry of the horizontal tide and that of the vertical tide. For the 
vertical tide, i.e. the water level variation, the above definition of asymmetry, flood- and 
ebb-dominance will be adopted. The horizontal tide, by which the flow velocity (not the 
discharge) is meant here, will be called asymmetric if it generates a residual sediment 
transport. The asymmetry may be associated with a difference in the magnitude between 
maximum ebb and flood velocities. This type o f asymmetry tends to induce a residual bed - 
load and suspended load transport of coarse sediment. For instance, if the maximum flood 
velocity exceeds the ebb velocity, a residual sediment transport in flood direction is likely 
to occur as the sediment transport non-linearly responds to the velocity. A second type of 
asymmetry that essentially affects the residual transport of fine suspended sediment is 
associated with a difference in the duration of slack water: a situation in which the duration 
of slack water before ebb exceeds the duration of slack water before flood favours a 
residual sediment transport in flood direction. If the residual sediment transport is in the 
flood-direction it will be called flood-dominant and vice versa. The residual sediment 
transport is the local (Euler ian) averaged sediment transport within a tidal period. Note that 
the term tidal period is often not strictly defined as the tide in reality is not periodic in the 
strict mathematical sense (see Appendix A). A strict definition for the period of the vertical 
tide can be the time-interval between two adjacent high waters and the period of the 
horizontal tide can be defined as the time-interval between two adjacent flood- or ebb-slack 
waters. According to these strict definitions the tidal period is variable from one tide to 
another. In the literature the period of the M2 tidal constituent is often used as “the” tidal 
period. This latter definition is adopted in the present study as well.

The present study will focus on ID and 2DH analyses. Three-dimensional (3D) flow 
structures will not be considered in detail. The study will focus on well-mixed estuaries in 
which the tidal motion is the major hydrodynamic driving force for the morphological
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development. Thus, the river outflow is considered negligible small (like in the Western 
Scheldt).

2.2 Basic theory

2.2.1 Introduction

Sediment transport in estuaries is mainly caused by the water motion, which, from a large- 
scale point o f view, is hardly affected by the sediment load. Therefore, it makes sense to 
analyse the water motion first, and subsequently the mechanisms which lead to the residual 
sediment transport.

Clearly, there can be other transport mechanisms at work in estuaries, such a the downhill 
gravitational transport of sand on steep slopes, or of fluid mud on much milder slopes, or 
man-induced transport via dredging and dumping programmes in these intensively used 
systems. Although these transport mechanisms may well have a significant morphological 
impact (cf. the morphological response of the Western Scheldt to the deepening and the 
maintenance of the navigation channel to Antwerp; e.g. Vroon et al., 1997), they will not be 
considered in this survey.

The principal forcing factors of the water motion in well-mixed estuaries like the Western 
Scheldt are the astronomical tide, meteorological effects and river flow. In the case o f less 
well-mixed estuaries, the density-driven estuarine circulation should be added. The 
astronomical tide is usually described in terms of a number of harmonic components, of 
which the frequency is astronomically determined (from the motion of celestial bodies). 
The amplitude and phase of each component vary from place to place. The combination of 
these astronomical components allows us to describe a wide variety of tidal curves.

Most of the astronomical frequencies are grouped around integer numbers per lunar or solar 
day, but there are also low-frequency oscillations and net residual currents. In the Southern 
Bight of the North Sea, the strongest tidal component is the semi-diurnal lunar tide, 
indicated by M2 (Moon, 2 times per lunar day). Another important semi-diurnal component 
is the solar tide, S2 (Sun, 2 times per solar day). In addition, there are diurnal components, 
such as Ki and Ob which refer to the daily inequality due to the declinations of the moon 
and the sun.

The linear combination of two tidal components, say with frequencies coi and co2 (co2 > ®i ), 
can easily be shown to yield an amplitude modulation of frequency co2 -  (Op In terms of 
harmonic components, this mechanism leads to subharmonic tides (spring-neap cycle, etc.). 
Non-linear interactions of tidal components lead to subharmonic, as well as superharmonic 
tides (so-called overtides, e.g. M4 , M6 , M g, etc., due to the interaction of M2 with itself, 
but also many combined overtides, due to interactions of different components).

Non-linear interactions between tidal components are of paramount importance to the 
sediment transport, since they can give rise to asymmetries in the tidal velocity, which can 
give rise to a net (i.e. tidally averaged) sediment flux, or to a net deposition or erosion of
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sediment. Therefore, part of this literature survey will be devoted to these non-linear 
interactions and their effects on the tidal velocity.

Another form o f non-linear interaction, much underexposed in the context o f sediment 
transport so far, is the interaction between the tide and extreme currents, e.g. due to a river 
flood or a storm surge. This aspect will not be considered , as the river discharge in the 
Western Scheldt is of minor importance.

Apart from these non-linear interactions, which can be considered as “local”, as they can be 
explained directly from isolated terms in the mass and momentum balance equations for the 
flow, there are also global mechanisms that give rise to asymmetries, residual currents and 
or residual sediment fluxes. Some of these are associated with the propagation of tidal 
components in the estuary, some are topography-induced (e.g. the hypsometry effect of 
large intertidal shoals), others are associated with the shape of the lateral flow boundaries 
(e.g. the net circulation near a promontory or in the vicinity of a bend). These mechanisms 
will also be given due attention.

Tidal asymmetry and rectification does not only concern the velocity component in the 
direction of the channel axis or the mean flow. In 3-D situations, there are potentially 
important secondary flows that can have relatively large tidal residuals. The curvature- 
induced secondary flow, for instance, does not change sign between ebb and flood, so its 
net effect is much more important than one would guess on the basis o f a comparison with 
the tidal main velocity amplitude.

2.2.2 Tidal asymmetry 

Locally generated overtides (l-D)

The l-D tidal motion in a prismatic straight channel of constant width is described by the 
following equations (see appendix B for an alternative formulation of the ID equations):

Ç u\u\ d f du^
X  f  h0+Ç d x  K ‘ d x, (2 .1)

(A ) (B ) (C)(C ) (D ) (E )

(2.2)

(F )  (G )

in which: 
t
X

time,
distance to channel entrance, 
cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity, 
water surface elevation w.r.t. mean sea level,

u(x,t)
C(x,t)
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h
g

Cf

water depth below mean sea level, 
eddy viscosity,
acceleration due to gravity, and 
bed friction factor.

The terms in the Eq. (2.1), the momentum equation, are:

(A) the local inertia term,
(B) the advective inertia term,
(C) the slope term,
(D) the bottom friction term, and
(E) the horizontal diffusion term.

The terms in Eq. (2.2), the equation of continuity, are:

(F) the storage term, and
(G) the discharge gradient term.

The local inertia term (A), the slope term () and the storage term (F) are essentially linear. 
In turbulent flow, the eddy viscosity in the horizontal diffusion term (E) is generally a 
function o f the flow velocity. Hence the term term is a non-linear term. For the time being, 
the longitudinal velocity gradients are assumed to be so small, that the horizontal diffusion 
term (E) can be ignored.

Strictly speaking, the discharge gradient term, G, consist of a linear and a non-linear part:

These two terms will be indicated as G 1 and G2, respectively.

This leaves the advective inertia term (B), de friction term (D) and the discharge gradient 
term G2 as the principal sources of non-linear interaction. For clarity, some authors (e.g. 
Parker, 1991) split the friction term D into two parts, in order to separate the effects of the 
non-linear bottom friction and that of the depth variation. For small elevations as compared 
to the mean water depth, the following approximation can be made:

The two terms in this approximation will be named D1 and D2, respectively.

Clearly, the above approximation does not hold good in every part of the Western Scheldt. It 
does give some insight, however, in what happens in the deeper channels.

Now let us consider a progressive tidal wave component with

(2.3)

u\u\ u\u\ £  u\u\ H (2.4)
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u {x ,t)= U {x )c o s(û ) t-k x ') (2.5)

in which
U = velocity amplitude, 
m = tidal frequency, and 
k  = tidal wave number = 2k/X, where 
X -  tidal wave length.

Substitution into the the advective inertia term (B) yields

d u  d U  , 2
u~r—= U —— eos ( 0 ) t - k x ) + k U  sin( (O t-k x )c o s ( (O t-k x )  

d x  d x

1 d U  1 d U  1
= —U  —— + —[ƒ—— c o s 2 ( (û t-k x )+ —k U  s \n l{ ( û t - k x )  (2.6)

Cf X  m Cf Xi

rectification overtide

Apparently, the interaction of this component with itself via the advective acceleration term 
induces a time-invariant effect (rectification, residual) and a superharmonic effect (overtide) 
of twice the basic frequency. Note that the propagation speed of this overtide is the same as 
that o f the basic mode, viz. co/k.

The interaction via the advective inertia term (B) of two different modes,

u= U  cos((ùxt - k xx - (p \)+ V  cos(G)2t - k 2x-<p2) (2.7)

yields, apart from the interaction terms of each mode with itself,

(2 .8)

or, after some elaboration,

d u  1 ( TTd V  T, d u X  r/ ^  / ,  ; N , xiu — = -  U — + V —  cosftöj, +(û2) t - ( k x + k2)x-(<px+(p2)\+
d x  d x  d x  )

eos{(û), -0 )2) t - ( k x- k 2)x - ( (p x-(p 2)}]+

U V  s in {(6), + 0)2) t - ( k x + k2)x - ( tp x + % )}+
(2.9)
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So, in general, the interaction of two modes via the advective acceleration term yields two 
types of additional components, one with a frequency equal to the sum of the frequencies of 
the basic modes and one with a frequency equal to the difference of those frequencies. The 
propagation speeds of these non-linearly generated modes generally differ from those of the 
basic modes:

a n d  in s te a d  0 fU / f U  t o  t C U U  \J J  “ “

k x - k 2 k x+ k 2 k x k 2

The non-linear interaction via the discharge gradient term, G2, concerns combinations of 
velocity and the water surface elevation. Since the frequencies and the wave numbers of the 
two are coupled, this interaction has the same type of effects as the one via the B-term, viz. 
the generation of modes with frequencies equal to the sum and the difference of the basic 
frequencies. Self-interaction of modes therefore yields a mean flow (zero frequency) and a 
mode with twice the basic frequency.

The Fourier decomposition of the friction terms D1 and D2 is not quite straightforward, 
because they include the velocity modulus. Le Provost (1991) gives an overview o f recent 
literature on this subject. For a single component, u /u  / can be decomposed as follows:

u\u\=U2 Y  (~ 1)"+1----------------- - ---------------- cos(2n + \)cot (2 .10)
(2 n - l ) ( 2 / î  + l)(2n +  3)7T

This means that self-interaction via the Dl-term generates odd superharmonics (3, 5, ... 
times the basic frequency), such as M6. Moreover, n=0 in the above expression yields a 
contribution at the basic frequency, which corresponds with the energy dissipation from the 
basic mode by bottom friction.

The non-linear interaction via the D2-term is due to the triple product £ u /w /. This induces 
mean-flow contributions and even superharmonics, such as M4, as can be seen by 
multiplying the series equation (2 .10) with cosa*:

1 1 „ n = 0  => eos cu i eos cu f = —+ —cos2cot
2 2

n = 1 => eos cu C eos 3 cu i = eos cu ¿(4 eos3c o t-3 c o sœ t)

= 4 c o s4 g > í-3 co s2 (at

= - j ( l + 2 cos2 cuí+cos2 2 c u ¿ )--^ (l+ c o s2 cu¿)

=-7COs2ú)í+-7Cos4íüí 
2 2

Table 2.1, after Parker (1991), gives an overview of the tidal constituents that are generated 
by the non-linear interaction of M2 with itself and a number of other astronomical 
constituents.
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Clearly, the interaction o f M2 with other components via the « /« /-te rm  (D l) generates a 
set of compound constituents which differs from the ones generated by the other non-linear 
terms. Proudman (1923, 1955) has already pointed out that the quadratic friction term is 
able to generate compound tides with a frequency 2cOm2 - ©c, as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Compound tide and overtide constituents generated by interaction with M2 via 
the various non-linear (NL) terms._________________________________________________
M2
interacting 
with (C) I!

generates tidal constituents with frequency

1 ©M2 - ©C 1 (2© M 2 - ©c) (© M 2 + © C ) (2COm2 + G)c) (4©M2 ~ ©c)
itself mean m 2 m 4 m 6 m 6
n 2 MN (Mm) 2MN2 (L2) m n 4 2MN6 4MN6
S2 MS (MSf) 2MS2 (p2) m s 4 2MS6 4MS6
K, MK, (0 ,) 2MK3 2M 03 m k 3 2MK5 4MK7
o , MO, (K,) m o 3 2M 05 4M 07
NL-terms B B
responsible D2 Dl D2 Dl Dl

G2 G2
D l1 D l1

Moreover, the Fourier decomposition of the D1-term also reveals that the co-existence of 
various constituents leads to an additional loss of energy from each constituent. From the 
point o f view of M2, this works either way: M2 draws a substantial amount energy from the 
other constituents, but the others also draw a non-negligible amount of energy from M2 (cf. 
Le Provost and Fomerino, 1985). This is a point to be taken into account when calibrating a 
tidal model which describes only M2 against data from a composite tide: one is tempted to 
take the friction coefficient larger than it should be. This also applies to the interactions of 
the tide with a steady current or a low-frequency storm surge. The presence of a strong river 
flow, for instance, is known to reduce the amplitude o f the tide as it propagates up the 
estuary (cf. Parker, 1991).

A comprehensive literature survey on local non-linear tidal interaction mechanisms is given 
in chapter 3 of the book “Tidal Hydrodynamics”, edited by B.B. Parker (1991). Apart from 
several review articles, it contains a number papers focusing especially on the role of the 
friction term.

So far, we have only considered purely progressive tidal waves. In reality, the tidal motion 
at a given frequency usually consists o f two waves propagating in opposite directions. This 
can be generalised to

1 v ia  in te ra c tio n  w ith  th e  m e a n  f lo w
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C. ( X y 0 = C  (* )COS(cont -  k„X - q>*) + Q (x )eos(œ nt+ k nx - <p~n )
(2 .11)

= R e { / / ( x ) e /ûV +H_n(x)e~ ,a"‘} fo r  «=1,2,3,

and

q„(x,ty= q+n (x )cos(0)nt - k„x- v C )■+q~(x )cos(co„t + knx - ^ ) 

= Re { ß „ W ^ ' + ß . „ W ^ }  /o r  «=1,2,3,....
(2 . 12)

In the case of a purely progressive wave, H„ = ƒƒ.„ ; in the case of two combined waves 
propagating in opposite directions, Hn * H.n .

Using the above generalisation, Dronkers (1964) formulates mass and momentum equations 
per constituent. This leads to a set of ordinary differential equations in x, with the amplitude 
functions in the above expressions as dependent variables. Due to the non-linearities in the 
model (Dronkers also includes a depth-dependent channel width), these equations are 
coupled. This shows the impossibility to single out a model of one tidal component, at least 
in the case of a non-linear tide.

2.3 Analysis of relevant aspects

2.3.1 Mechanisms determining asymmetry of horizontal tide

The term horizontal tide refers to the flow velocity here, since the sediment transport is 
related to the flow velocity, rather than the discharge. The horizontal tide will be considered 
as asymmetric if it induces a residual sediment transport within a tidal period. The relation 
between the residual sediment transport and the horizontal tide is discussed in Section
2.3.4. The works of Van de Kreeke & Robaczewska (1993) and Groen (1967) show that the 
residual flow velocity, as well as the high-frequency harmonics (quarter-diurnal, sixth- 
diumal, ... overtides) of the flow velocity can contribute to residual sediment transport. 
Therefore both aspects will be considered here.

Residual flow

Processes and mechanisms influencing the residual flow velocity in a well-mixed estuary 
are the upstream river discharge, wind and the tidally induced horizontal circulation. The 
residual flow velocity due to the upstream river discharge will not be considered in the 
present study, since it is of minor importance in the Western Scheldt. In estuaries where the 
upstream river discharge plays a significant role, it can easily become the dominating factor 
determining the residual sediment transport, thus reducing the tidal asymmetry to a factor 
of secondary importance. Wind induced circulation will only be considered only briefly.

Tidally induced residual flow is a difficult subject to be studied. It is very sensitive to 
geometry and bathymetry (Zimmerman, 1978, 1980, 1981, Ridderinkhof, 1988a, 1988b, 
1989). This makes the result from a study for a particular case difficult to be applied to 
other cases. However, there are still general principles on the qualitative features o f the
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tidally induced circulation which seem to be universally applicable. Two types of 
circulation may be distinguished: the (horizontal) geometry-induced circulation (e.g. by an 
irregular shoreline) and the bathymetry induced circulation (Fig.2.1). A typical example of 
the first type is the circulation induced by headland. A general principle for the bathymetry- 
induced circulation is that in the relatively deep parts the residual flow tends to be in the 
ebb-direction and in relative shallower parts it tends to be in the flood -direction. If a cross- 
section of an estuary is bimodal, i.e. with two channels, the residual flow in the deeper 
channel is usually in the ebb-direction, whereas in the shallower part it is in the flood- 
direction (Van Veen, 1950, Kjerfve, 1978).

shallow flood.

ebbdeep

Fig2.1 Geometry induced (left) and bathymetry induced (right) circulation. In both cases the 
estuary/embayment has a finite length.

The non-linear advection term representing the inertia in the momentum equation appears to 
be more important for the residual flow than one might expect on the basis of the (relative) 
order of magnitude of this term. This has been shown by Zimmerman (1978, 1980, 1981, 
see also Ridderinkhof, 1989) using the (tidally averaged) vorticity-equation.

According to Tee (1976) tides may generate residual currents through:
• nonlinear bottom friction,
• the non-linear terms in the continuity equation, and
• the nonlinear advective terms in the momentum equation.

The last one is found to be the most important one in his case (Bay of Funday, USA), even 
though it has only a minor influence on the vertical tide. In the Bay of Fundy the geometry- 
induced circulation is the most important.

Li and O’Donnell (1998) give an explanation of the flood-dominance in relatively shallower 
parts and the ebb-dominance in relatively deeper parts of the cross-section. They use an 
analytical solution of the residual current for a prismatic shallow estuary with a cross- 
section as shown in Fig.2.2. They show that the residual circulation, with flood-directed 
flow on the two shallow banks and ebb-directed flow in the deeper central part, is the result 
of a competition among several processes. An inward (flood) flux is caused by local non- 
linearity, both in the bottom friction and in the propagation (advective term) of the finite- 
amplitude tidal wave. This inward flux is larger on the shoals and smaller in the channel 
due to the stronger non-linearity in the shallower water. The residual inward flow creates a 
set-up (residual surface elevation) of water at the head of the estuary that produces a 
pressure gradient. This pressure gradient is approximately uniform across the estuary and 
drives an outward flow that is larger in the channel centre than on the shoals. In this 
particular case, the non-linear bottom friction appears to be much more important than the 
advective term.
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Fig.2.2 Schematic cross-section used by Boon (1988)

Apparently, the inertia effect (non-linear advective term) is the major source of the 
(horizontal) geometry-induced residual circulation, whereas for the bathymetry-induced 
circulation the non-linear friction is the major source. Residual circulation in estuaries is 
usually a combination of the two types.

By averaging the numerically calculated water levels and current velocities in the Western 
Wadden Sea, Ridderinkhof (1988a) shows that the tidally driven residual current velocity 
field is composed of isolated residual eddies and a through-flow between the different 
basins. The residual velocities associated with the eddies are one order o f magnitude larger 
than the residual velocities associated with the through-flow. The residual flow field 
calculated with the DETWES model for the Western Scheldt (Van der Male, 1993, see also 
Vroon et al, 1997) shows the same features: eddies at the scale of the flood- and ebb- 
channel systems and within wide channels dominate the pattern of the residual flow field. 
Van der Kerckhoven (1995) shows that the schématisation of the width variation of the 
branches in a ID network model is important for reproducing the correct circulation in a 
flood- and ebb-channel system. A correct reproduction of the residual flow with the existing 
ID-network schématisation appears only possible if the roughness coefficient is made 
dependent on the flow-direction and variable from channel to channel (especially the 
difference in value between flood-channels and ebb-channels is important; see Fokkink, 
1998).

2.3.2 Asymmetry of horizontal tide and vertical tidal constituents

The relation between the asymmetry of the horizontal tide and the vertical tidal constituents 
can be analysed in two steps. First the relation between the asymmetry o f the vertical tide 
and the tidal constituents is analysed. Then the relation between the asymmetry of the 
horizontal tide and that of the vertical tide is discussed.

Tidal asymmetry and tidal constituents of the  vertical tide

The asymmetry of the vertical tide usually refers to the distortion o f the (predominant) 
semi-diurnal tide due to the (quarter-diurnal, sixth-diumal, ...) overtides. The strength of 
the asymmetry depends on the ratio between the amplitude of the overtide and that of the 
semi-diumal tide, and the nature o f the asymmetry (ebb or flood dominance) is determined 
by the phase difference between the overtide and the semi-diumal tide. Take for example 
the asymmetry caused by the quarter-diurnal tide. Flood-dominance (water level rises faster 
than it falls) occurs if the phase difference is between 0° and 180°, otherwise ebb- 
dominance occurs. Here it is assumed, however, that the semi-diumal tide is described by a 
single harmonic function, and that the same goes for the quarter-diurnal tides, etc. This is
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not the case in reality. In other words, this reasoning only applies if the tide is described by 
a Fourier series with a semi-diumal base-period. However, such a Fourier series is in fact 
modulated in time, due to e.g. the spring-neap variation. This raises the question whether 
the tidal asymmetry is also time-varying.

The water elevation at a certain location can be written as:

Ç(t) = ' Z f iai c°s(û)it - <pi - d i) (2.13)
i

with
f  = astronomical constant,
a = amplitude,
co = frequency,
cp = phase,
$ = astronomical phase.

As an example the most important semi-, quarter- and sixth-diumal constituents at the 
Vlissingen station derived from the data of 1997 are depicted in Fig.2.3. There is more than 
one semi-diumal constituent and the same goes for the quarter-diurnal constituents, etc.

Speer et al (1991) observes that the relative phase-difference between the quarter-diurnal 
constituents and their semi-diumal parent constituents is about the same for all constituents 
at the same station, thus

■̂(Pm2 ~  *Pm4 “  ■*" *Pn2 ~ tpMNt ~ *Pm2 ^52 ~ *PmS4 (2-14)

Based on this observation they argue that the nature of the tidal asymmetry can be 
represented by the phase difference between the M4 and the M2 constituents.

The temporal variation of tidal asymmetry has been studied by Boon (1988) using the 
complex demodulation method. This actually implies that the Fourier series with a semi- 
diumal base-period is analysed with a moving time interval, in order to find the temporal 
variation of a4/a2 and 2q>2-cp4. He applied the analysis to a predicted time series of the tidal 
level and to the observed time series (see Fig.2.4). The results show that

• both parameters indicating the tidal asymmetry are time-varying, although the 
predicted and observed tides do not give exactly the same results;

•  the mean values of the two parameters are indeed about the same as when 
computed for the M2 and M4 tides only. This supports the arguments of Speer et al 
(1991);
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Fig.2.3 Tidal constituents at Vlissingen (1997)
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Fig.2.4 temporal variation of the distortion parameters (after Boon, 1988)

For known tidal constituents, the analysis of the temporal variation o f the tidal asymmetry 
can actually be carried out in a much simpler way. Within a tidal period, which is relatively 
small at the time scale of the spring-neap variation, all semi-diumal constituents can be 
approximated as having the same frequency. Each constituent can then be represented by a 
complex number with the amplitude as a modulus and the phase at that moment as a phase 
angle. The combined semi-diumal tide is then simply obtained by summing up all the 
constituents:

a 2 e x p ( t y 2 )  f  M 2 a M2  e X P ( i Ç )W2 +  Î & M 2  )  +  f N 2 Ü N2 QXV { ^ (P n 2 +  l'$ W 2  )  ( 2 1 5 )

■f f s 2 a S2  e x p ( ^ 5 2  * ^ 2 )
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The same can be done for the quarter-diurnal tide, etc. In this way the parameters 
determining the tidal asymmetry can be obtained without going through the production o f a 
time series. The results of this analysis using the tidal constituents of Vlissingen are shown 
in Fig.2.5 for the quarter-diurnal tide and Fig.2.6 for the sixth-diurnal tides. In these figures 
the two parameters determining the tidal asymmetry are depicted as functions of the 
amplitude of the combined semi-diurnal tide, so the spring-neap variation can clearly be 
observed. Each dot in the figures represents the beginning of one day (00:00:00) in the year 
1999. The following observations are made:

• The amplitude ratio of the tidal asymmetry increases with the amplitude of the tide. 
Thus at spring tide the asymmetry is much stronger than at neap tide.

• The averaged phase difference agrees with that between the M2 tide and its over 
tides (M4 and M6).

• Between the averaged tide to the spring tide the scatter of the phase difference is 
relatively small but near neap tide the scatter is much larger.

A closer observation learns that
• The phase difference is larger in the period from spring to neap than in the period 

from neap to spring. In other words, in the cycle spring-neap-spring the path 
followed by the phase difference first follows the upper edge of the envelope of 
scatter, then undergoes a sharp drop at neap tide and finally follows the lower edge.

• The amplitude ratio is larger in the period from spring to neap than in that from 
neap to spring.

The sharp variation of the phase difference at neap tide, which has also been observed by 
Boon (1988), seems strange but can be explained by considering the combination of M4 and 
MS4. A s demonstrated in Fig.2.7 the difference between this combined tide and the M4 tide 
over a complete spring-neap cycle can be represented as a point describing a circle in the 
complex plane. The centre of the circle represents the M4-tide and the radius the amplitude 
of the MS4-tide. The angle of the vector from the centre point at the circle is the phase 
difference between M4 and MS4. This angle increases linearly with time. The angle between 
the horizontal axis and the line connecting the origin at and the point at the circle is the 
phase difference between the combined tide and M4. If the amplitude of M4 and MS4 are 
about the same, as in the case of the Vlissingen station, this angle varies sharply at neap 
tide, as is demonstrated by the figure.
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Asymmetry of horizontal tide

The horizontal tide is closely related to the vertical tide as can be demonstrated by applying 
the continuity equation. For an arbitrary section of the estuary, the following relation 
between the water elevation and the discharge applies:

Qi - Q 2 = ]  b { x £ ) ^ d x  (2.16)
dt*\

Herein
Qi = discharge at xj
Q2 = discharge at x2

b = storage width

It is clear that asymmetry in the vertical tide will directly cause asymmetry in the horizontal 
tide. However, the relation between the horizontal tide and the vertical tide is not a simple 
linear one. Equation (2.16) is non-linear because the storage width depends on the water 
level. Furthermore, another source o f non-linearity of the flow velocity is the dependency of 
the cross-sectional area on the water level:

u(t) = ^  (2.17)
A m )

Fry and Aubrey (1990) have analysed the non-linear relation between the distortion 
parameters (amplitude ratio and the phase difference between quarter-diurnal and semi
diurnal tides) of the flow velocity and those of the water level. They concluded that the 
non-linear relations are quite different from the linear ones, although in their particular case 
the differences in the two parameters do not cause significant differences in the resulting 
bed-load transport because they cancel out.

2.3.3 Relations between morphology and tidal asymmetry

Concerning the relation between the morphology in the estuary and the tidal asymmetry, 
two aspects need to be discussed, viz. the influence of the morphology on the tidal 
asymmetry and the influence of the tidal asymmetry on the morphological development.

Influence of morphology on tidal asymmetry

The influence of the morphology on the tidal asymmetry is unambiguous in the sense that, 
given the morphology of the estuary, the tidal motion and thus also the tidal asymmetry in 
the estuary is determined entirely by the external forcing (tide at the open sea). The relevant 
morphological parameters for the tidal motion are the width and depth as shown by the 
governing equations described in Section 2.2. Actually a distinction needs to be made
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between the stream width and the storage width. Furthermore the roughness coefficient is 
also influenced by the depth (the hydraulic radius) and the micro-morphology (bed-forms).

Speer and Aubrey (1985) and Friedrichs and Aubrey (1988) studied the influence of 
geometiy and bathymetry o f short, friction-dominated and well-mixed estuaries using ID 
numerical models. They conclude that the parameters determining the tidal asymmetry in 
such an estuary are

• the ratio of the tidal amplitude and the mean water depth, a/h, and
• the ratio o f the volume o f water stored between low and high water in tidal flats and 

marshes and the volume of water contained in the channels below mean sea level 
V/Vc.

Relatively shallow estuaries tend to be flood-dominant and estuaries with relatively more 
intertidal flats tend to be ebb-dominant. Based on the results o f Friedrichs and Aubrey 
(1988), Speer et al. (1991) constructed the graph in Fig. 2.9, which shows the influence of 
the two parameters on the tidal asymmetry of the vertical tide.

Fig2.8 cross-section used in the model of Speer and Aubrey
(1985)

a) Saa Surface M b) Sea Surface I ° )

i a O O D  DOMINANT*F IO O O  DOMINANT

o/h
decreasing dppHi >

Fig.2.9 Contour plots of the parameters that determine nonlinear distortion as a function of 
a/h and V /V c, resulting from 84 model systems. The 180° contour separates the plots into 
flood- and ebb-dominant regions (After Speer et al., 1990)

The graphs in Figure 2.9 show that beyond a certain value of VJVC, the ebb- or flood- 
dominance almost exclusively depends on a/h. Under such circumstances an increase of the 
water depth h results in a shift towards ebb-dominance. When this ebb-dominance is 
associated with an export of sediment, a positive feedback occurs that may lead to a 
drowning of the system. Likely wise, the opposite situation, i.e. flood dominance and in
filling, may also occur.
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Note that they used a fixed length of the estuaiy and all cases considered are friction- 
dominated. For the more general cases Li and O’Donell (1995) showed that the following 
additional parameters may also influence the residual flow (circulation) and hence the tidal 
asymmetry:

• the ratio of the length o f the estuary and the tidal wave length,
• the ratio of a length-scale of the morphological variation along the estuary (e.g. the 

change of the width) and the tidal wave length,
• the ratio of the tidal period and the decay time scale due to friction.

Dronkers (1986, 1998) also claims that the inter-tidal area in the estuary is a very important 
parameter. Based on an analytical solution o f the tidal propagation in semi-enclosed basins, 
he comes to the conclusion that

^ flo o d  -  & ebb -  H -H -  -  H * !!;  (2.18)

with
Atflood = flood period at the mouth
Atebb = ehb period at the mouth

Hk = A/b, cross-sectional area divided by storage width
H = water depth

and the superscripts + and - representing high and low water, respectively.

Tidal asymmetry is the result o f the deformation of the tidal wave during propagation. In 
general a symmetric tide will be deformed into a flood-dominant tide if the high water 
propagates faster than the low water and vice versa. This simple general rule can be used to 
understand the relation between the morphology and the tidal asymmetry. If the effect of the 
roughness term is neglected the propagation speed of tidal wave is (Dronkers, 1964):

c - J g j  (2.19)

with
c = propagation speed
g = gravitational acceleration
A = cross-sectional area
B = storage width

According to this equation the propagation speed of the high water will be equal to that of 
the low water if

A R
=  (2 .20)

A  b l

where the subscripts H and L represent the high and low water, respectively. Following the 
schématisation of Speer and Aubrey (1985, also see Fig. 2.8), we have
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A ij 1 8
a

3 j_ . iL
H

(2 .21)

K  _  iß n  ^ i. )a 
K 3 1

4 L 4

thus
\_a_

Bl Vc a W * H .
+ 1 (2 .22)

Equation (2.20) then becomes

Í4
2 J L +i U i

H  3 .  a1 -
S  __  _________________

V  3 1 a
c  —  H-----------------

4 4 H

H (2.23)

This equation is depicted in Fig.2.10. When compared with the numerical results of Speer 
et.al. (1990) and Speer & Aubrey (1985) (Fig.2.9), the qualitative agreement is evident : the 
approximate ranges o f V/Vc and a/h for which the vertical tide is ebb or flood-dominant 
more or less coincide.

1.4 T

Ebb dominant
1.2  - -

Eq.(2.23)Eq.(2.24;
0.8  - -

0.6 - -

flood dominant
0.4 --

0.2  -

0.60.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

a /h

Fig2.10 Ebb-flood dominance of the vertical tide as a 
function V/Vc and a/h according to the formulation 
derived in equation 2.23 and that of Dronkers (1998, 
equation 2.24). In the derivation of the equation and the 
schématisation o f Speer and Aubrey (1985) was applied.
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It is also noted that according to the relation derived by Dronkers (1998) the flood period 
and ebb period will be equal in the case considered by Speer et al (1991) if

This relation is shown in Fig.2.10 as well. It very resembles equation 2.23 and the graphs 
given by Speer et.al. 1991.

Influence of tidal asymmetry on morphology

Tidal asymmetry has a strong influence on the residual sediment transport, so it must be 
important for the morphological development in estuaries. The nature of the tidal 
asymmetry can determine the direction of the sediment flux. For the Western Scheldt there 
seems to be a correlation between the asymmetry of the vertical tide and the sediment flux 
between the various parts of the estuary derived from the sand balance (Gerritsen et al, 
1999). This indicates that the tidal asymmetry is an important factor influencing the mega
scale morphological development. However, it is noted that tidal asymmetry is one of the 
many influencing factors. This means that knowledge on the tidal asymmetry alone is not 
sufficient to predict morphological changes. In this sense the influence of the tidal 
asymmetry on the morphological development is not exclusive. Furthermore, tidal 
asymmetry probably plays a relatively less important role in the morphological 
development at smaller scales, e.g. the development of tidal flats governed by meso-scale 
processes like the sediment exchange between flat and channel. On the other hand, it is the 
tidal flat that is important to the tidal asymmetiy. Predictions of future morphological 
developments can therefore not be based on the interaction between morphology and tidal 
asymmetry alone.

2.3.4 Effect of tidal asymmetry on sediment transport

Two types of sediment transport have to be distinguished for discussing the effect of tidal 
asymmetry on the residual sediment transport, viz. bed-load transport and suspended load 
transport. The bed-load transport rate is considered to be directly related to the local 
instantaneous flow velocity, whereas the suspended-load transport rate also depends on the 
flow condition upstream and in the past, because of the relaxation effect of the suspended 
sediment concentration.

For the bed-load transport the work of Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993) gives a 
clear insight into the effect of the asymmetry o f the horizontal tide on the residual transport. 
Assuming the flow velocity to be dominated by M2 tide and the bed-load transport to be 
proportional to a power of the local current velocity, they show that the long-term mean 
bed-load transport only depends on the residual flow velocity Mo, the M2 components and

K
(2.24)

_  + ± _  1 - 2 1
4 4 H  H
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its overtides (M4, M6). This is demonstrated using the following expression for flow 
velocity:

u(t) = M0 + WCOS(cot) +  cos(û),f-<p,) (2.25)
/

in which
u = flow veocity
t = time
u0 = residual flow velocity
û = amplitude of the M2 tidal current
co = angular frequency of the M2 tide
u¡ = amplitude of other tidal current constituents
to; = angular frequency of other tidal constituents
cpi = phase of other tidal current constituents

In their analysis the Ki, S2, N2, M4, and MS4 are included as the other constituents in
equation (2.25). If, for example, the following sediment transport formulae is used,

s  — fu* (2.26)

the long-term averaged transport is given by

■ = “ 7 - +  7 % - c o s p W4 + 2 - M4 ^ -6-co s (<pM4-q>m ) (2.27)
fu 2 û 4 û 2 û

Thus only the residual flow velocity and the overtides of M2 are important for the long-term 
averaged bed-load transport rate, in which long-term refers to a time scale much larger than 
the modulation periods associated with the combinations with other constituent. The other 
constituents only cause fluctuations of the residual sediment transport rate at frequencies 
that are associated with the beat frequency of M2 and the corresponding constituent. The S2 
tidal current, for instance, causes a spring-neap variation of the residual transport rate, and 
the same does the MS4 constituent.

Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993) noticed that equation (2.27) shows that the 
statement in the literature (e.g. Fry and Aubrey, 1990) that the tidal-current constituents M6, 
M10 etc. do not contribute to the tidally averaged bed-load transport is not true.

Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska’s (1993) conclusions so far are universally applicable. 
With a numerical model o f the Ems Estuary they also show that, for producing the M0, M2, 
M4 and M6 constituents, it does not make any significant difference whether only these 
constituents are prescribed at the open sea boundary, or the complete set of astronomical 
constituents. This implies that for morphodynamic modelling a cyclic tide with M2 tide and 
its overtides will be sufficient. The general applicability of the latter conclusion is not
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sufficiently demonstrated and therefore its validity should be considered for each particular 
case.

Equation (2.27) also shows that the residual bed-load transport due to the overtides depends 
on the phases of these overtides relative to that of M2, which determine not only the 
magnitude but also the direction of the residual transport. This can simply be interpreted as 
that the residual bed-load transport is in the direction of the largest current-speed due to the 
strongly non-linear relation between bed-load transport and flow velocity. It is noted that 
the threshold of sediment motion tends to enhance the effect of the velocity asymmetry.

This mechanism applies also to the suspended transport. However, for the suspended 
transport there is also an additional mechanism which can cause residual transport in cases 
where the residual bed-load transport is zero. This is illustrated by Groen (1967) using the 
following simple model for the relaxation effect in the sediment concentration:

de _ c e ~ c
(2.28)

where
c = depth averaged sediment concentration
ce = equilibrium value o f c (depending on the instantaneous velocity
Ta = adaptation time

An example of the solution of this equation is shown in Fig.2.11, illustrating that a residual 
suspended transport will occur in a case where there is no residual bed-load transport. The 
residual transport is flood-directed if the high-water slack is longer than the low-water slack 
and vice versa.

2.5 •

1.5

. ce

0.5 -
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1.4
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-1.5

t/T

Fig.2.11 The effect of lag effects on the residual suspended sediment transport.
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2.3.5 Effect of sea-level rise and 18.6 year tidal cycle on tidal asymmetry

The relation between the morphology and the tidal asymmetry, as discussed in 2.3.3, can be 
applied to analyse the impact o f the sea-level rise and the 18.6-yearly tidal cycle on the 
tidal asymmetry. A changed mean sea level and/or a change in tidal amplitude cause a 
change of the morphological parameters influencing the tidal asymmetry, and thus a change 
in the tidal asymmetry. An analysis on the impact of sea-level rise has been carried out by 
Friedrichs et al (1990) using the theory developed by Speer and Aubrey (1985). They 
concluded that the reaction of an estuary to sea-level rise depends on the local estuarine 
geometry. Some systems will fill in faster (relatively more sediment import) as sea-level 
rises, whereas others will flush more efficiently (more export). This means that the response 
of any individual estuary requires careful assessment.

Based on the results of Friedrichs et al (1990), Louters (1998) made an analysis for the 
Western Scheldt case and concluded that under influence of accelerated sea-level rise the 
tide in the Western Scheldt will tend to become more ebb-dominant. The following remarks 
are made on this conclusion:

• The analysis of Friedrichs et al (1990) and that of Speer and Aubrey (1985) concern 
relatively small estuaries, much smaller than the Western Scheldt. It is not known if 
their conclusions can directly be applied to the Western Scheldt. Gerritsen et al 
(1999) shows that the results of Speer and Aubrey (1985, see also Speer et al, 1991) 
cannot be applied to the Western Scheldt in a quantitative sense, but that they can 
be applied qualitatively to explain the tendency of the developments. In Chapter 3 
the applicability of these theories to the Western Scheldt will be discussed in 
further depth.

• The time scale of sea-level rise is in the order of centuries and that of the 18.6- 
yearly cycle is obviously decades. At such time scales the morphological 
development of the estuary under consideration cannot be ignored. This means that 
a complete analysis of the impacts of these variations should include the interaction 
with the morphological development. This will make the analysis very complicated, 
which probably explains why the studies reported in the literature insufficiently 
include this aspect.
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3 Tidal asymmetry in the Western Scheldt

3 .1 Introduction

This chapter aims to evaluate the previously discussed theoretical concepts and aspects of 
tidal asymmetry for the Western Scheldt estuary (Fig.3.1). For this purpose the available 
results of morphologic and hydrodynamic observations (and numerical modelling) are used 
to investigate and elaborate on:

• The mechanisms that generate tidal asymmetry (section 3.3).
• The neap-spring tidal variation of the asymmetry of the vertical tide (section 3.4).
• The relation between the morphology (hypsometry) of the estuary and the tidal 

asymmetry (section 3.5).

Most of the analyses presented in this chapter focus on the tidal time scale as defined in 
section 2.1. This implies that in most cases the morphology is considered time invariant.

Before focusing on the aforementioned aspects, the main hydrodynamic and morphologic 
characteristics of the estuary are summarised in section 3.2. For a more complete overview 
of the evolution of the estuary, the reader is referred to Van den Berg et. al. (1996).

is s l /g e n

¡ath

'e rn e u z e n

Fig.3.1 Western Scheldt and the six echo-sounding areas.
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3.2 Description Western Scheldt

3.2.1 Hydrodynamics

The Schelde estuary is a meso-tidal estuary. Water level observations along the estuary 
show an increase in mean tidal range between Vlissingen and Antwerpen (78km further 
upstream) from 4m to 5.2m. This amplification of the tidal range is due to landward 
convergence, shoaling and partial reflections. Landward of Antwerpen the tidal range 
decreases as a result of frictional damping. The vertical tide exhibits an asymmetry: the 
duration of falling tide exceeds that of the rising tide. This duration asymmetry increases in 
landward direction and with the tidal range (see Table 3.1).

Tidal condition Vlissingen (mouth) Antwerpen (78 km further 
upstream)

neap tide 25 54
mean tide 30 100
spring tide 36 140

Table 3.1 Duration difference (minutes) between tidal fa ll and rise at Vlissingen and 
Antwerpen during the neap-spring tidal cycle (data based on Claessens and Meyvis, 1994).

Observations and model computations reveal a phase difference between the horizontal and 
vertical tide of 2.5 to 3 hours (e.g. Jeuken, 1998, in prep.). Hence the tidal wave is neither 
completely progressive nor standing. Maximum flood flow occurs about 1.5 hours before 
the end of the flood (slack water), whereas maximum ebb flow occurs three to four hours 
after slack water before the ebb (hereafter referred to as SBE). The maximum depth- 
averaged current velocities in the channels of the estuary are typically of the order of 1- 
1.5m/s. These velocities in combination with the medium fine sediments (200-300 pm) at 
the bed induce a sediment transport that is dominated by suspended load transport.

The marine part o f the estuary, the Western Scheldt, is well-mixed. The mean river outflow 
is about 120m3/s, or 2.5*106m3 per ebb or flood period. This is less than one percent of the 
tidal volume of 1 * 109m3/s at the seaward boundary (Vlissingen).

3.2.2 Morphology

The estuary has a funnel-shaped geometry and a well developed system of channels and 
shoals. The larger main channels in the estuary display a repetitive pattern, referred to as 
estuarine sections (Jeuken in prep.). Each of these consists of a meandering ebb channel and 
a straight flood channel. In most sections these channels are separated by inter-tidal shoals 
and linked by smaller connecting channels. As discussed in Chapter 2 tidal asymmetiy 
strongly depends on the hypsometric properties of the channel and shoal system in an 
estuary.

For the evaluation of the relationship between the asymmetry of the horizontal and vertical 
tide (section 3.3), as well as the relationship between morphology and the asymmetry of the
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vertical tide (section 3.5), it necessary to quantify the large-scale hypsometric properties of 
the channel and shoal system. Therefore the hyposmetric curves given by Mol et.al. (1997) 
for six (echo-sounding) areas covering the Westem-scheldt both in 1996 and in 1955 were 
analysed by means of curve fitting. From this analysis it appears that the water volume 
below a vertical reference level z can be described by the following function

V = C(d + z )°  (3.1)

in which
V = wet volume between the bed and the plane z=constant(Million m3 )
z = vertical coordinate (m)
C = coefficient (not dimensionless)
d = maximum depth (m) below reference level (NAP)
a  = coefficient

This equation can also be written as

V  = C d “ 1 +  -

The coefficients Cd“ and a  for the six parts are given in the following table. The coefficient 
Cd“ is the volume at the reference level (Dutch ordnance level NAP).

Table 3.2 Parameters characterising the hypsometry
1955 1996

Vak d(m) a Cd“ d(m) a Cd“
1 20 2.70 131.9 20 1.94 182.5
2 20 2.57 254.8 20 2.16 270.0
3 30 2.47 503.0 30 2.67 472.8
4 40 3.59 441.3 40 3.59 441.3
5 50 3.99 670.7 50 4.42 691.3
6 40 3.43 631.2 40 3.43 631.2

The fit appears to be very good (Fig.3.2). The uniformity of the curves for the various parts 
is intriguing. This uniformity might be related to/ explained by the regular and repetitive 
pattern of channels and shoals, i.e. the occurrence of the estuarine sections.

The storage area at a certain level is

F  = ~  = a C (d  + z )aA (3.2)
az

The averaged cross-sectional area is

A = j  = j { d  + z ) a (3.3)
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Where L is defined as the length of the considered sections. The obtained relationships for the 
hypsometric curves will be used and further elaborated in sections 3.3 and 3.5.
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Fig. 3.2a Hypsometry in 1955
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3.3 Mechanisms generating tidal asymmetry

3.3.1 Residual flows

Various non-linear interactions of the M2 tidal component with itself and with other 
fundamental constituents result in the local generation of residual flows, overtides (M 4 , Mô 
etc.) and compound tides (e.g. M S 4 , see Ch. 2. , Table 2.1). In addition, more global 
mechanisms may give rise to asymmetries and residual flows.

As discussed in chapter 2 three mechanisms may induce residual flows (rectification), viz.:
• Bathymetry (topography) related circulations that are largely caused by non-linear 

friction. An extreme form of topography induced residual flow is the general flood- 
dominated residual flow in inter-tidal areas.

• Horizontal geometry induced residual flows. These mainly originate from inertial 
effects and non-linear advection.

• Coriolis induced residual currents.

Both the results of 2D-numerical flow modelling and current observations reveal various 
residual circulations in the estuary that largely coincide with the pattern of ebb and flood 
channels (Van de Male, 1993, Jeuken, 1996, 1998, in prep.,). If ebb channels are defined as 
channels that have a bar at their seaward end, whereas the flood channels tend to exhibit a 
relatively shallower bar at their landward end, ebb-dominated residual flows occur in the 
ebb channels whereas flood-dominated residual currents prevail in the flood channels. This 
(qualitative) relationship between channel morphology and the direction of residual flow 
suggests that these circulations are bathymetry-induced: they originate from interactions 
between the channel geometry and the residual flow. Furthermore it appears that the 
direction of the residual flow (ebb or flood) largely determines the asymmetry of maximum 
flow, i.e. the difference between maximum ebb and flood velocities in a channel.

Ebb and flood-dominated residual flows within straight stretches of an individual channel 
can hardly be identified from the results of 2D flow simulations. This suggests that the 
Coriolis effect is of minor importance in the generation of the residual flows. The same 
seems to apply to the horizontal geometry induced circulations.

The above-described phenomenom of bathymetry induced circulations is illustrated on the 
basis of long-term ( 4 weeks) current observations at two locations in the seaward (western) 
part of the estuary. One current meter was deployed in the central part of the main flood 
channel ‘Everingen’, whereas a second one was situated in the main ebb channel ‘Pas van 
Temeuzen’. From short-term observations (1 tide) of the vertical velocity profile it appeared 
that the velocity profiles near these current meter locations exhibit a more or less 
logarithmic shape. Based on this obervation and the simultaneously measured water level at 
Temeuzen the observed current velocities (at z/h=0.4) were converted to depth-averaged 
velocities (by applying a logarithmic current profile). The residual currents at the two 
stations were obtained by removing the tidal variation in the time-series. This was done by 
applying the low pass Godin-filter (1972). This filter eliminates the M2 and S2 components
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entirely and all other components with periods shorter than 30 hours for more than 99 
percent. Figure 3.3 displays the residual depth-averaged velocities at the two stations. The 
long-term mean residual current at the location in the flood channel is flood-dominated and 
approximates 0.1 m/s. At the location in the ebb channel an ebb-dominated (negative) 
residual flow of some 0.17m/s prevails. In addition a pronounced neap-spring tidal 
modulation o f the residual currents can be observed: during spring tide (e.g. day 265) they 
are about twice as large as during neap tide (day 272).

vertical tide Terneuzen

tim e (Ju lian  d a y s  1994)

Depth-averaged residual velocity (m/s)

0.15

0.05

265.2 »5 260 275 260270 ebb channel 
flood channel

-0.1 --

-0.15

-0.2

-0.25

Time (Julian y e a rs  In 1994)

Fig.3.3 Residual water levels and current velocities in the Western part of the estuary 
measured near Temeuzen in 1994. Panel a) Tidal and residual water level. Panel b) Current 
velocity in the main ebb and flood channel ‘Pas van Temeuzen’ and ‘Everingen’.

To conclude, the bathymetry induced residual flow appears as a prominent feature in the 
residual water motion in the estuary. At most locations in the estuary the total cross- 
sectionally averaged residual velocity is the net (small) effect of a relatively large residual 
flood flow in the flood channel and an ebb-dominated residual flow in the ebb channel. The 
intensity (magnitude) of residual circulations induced by the ebb and flood channels 
exhibits a neap-spring tidal variation.
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3.3.2 Relation between asymmetries in vertical and horizontal tide

The integrated continuity equation (2.16) is used to analyse the influence of the hypsometry 
on the tidal asymmetry by investigating the relation between the vertical tide and the 
horizontal tide.

The analysis presented here has the following restrictions:
• The analysis does not concern the discharge or flow velocity at a certain location 

directly, but it concerns the difference of discharges / velocities between two cross- 
sections.

• The analysis applies to ‘a single channel system’. It doesn’t include the effect of ebb- 
dominated and flood-dominated channels within a cross-section.

Despite these restrictions, the analysis gives useful insight into the relation between the 
asymmetry of the vertical tide and that of the horizontal tide, and especially into the 
influence of the hypsometry on this relation.

Linear solution

If the variation of storage area F and cross-sectional area A with respect of z is not taken
into account, the integrated continuity equation suggests a linear relation between the
vertical tide and the horizontal tide. Consider a vertical tide consisting of a semi-diurnal, a 
quarter-diurnal and a sixth-diurnal component

£ = a2cos(œt) + a4cos(2o)t- ç 4) + a6co s(3 a t- ç 6) (3.4)

with the amplitude ratio

a2:a4:a6 s  0 ( l ) :0 (ô ) :0 (ô )  (3.5)

Substitution of equation 3.4 into the integrated continuity equation (eq. 2.16) learns that the 
amplitude ratio of the corresponding discharge components is

ß 2: ß , : f t  =  1:2 — :3—  s  1 :0 (2S):0 (3S) (3.6)
d"l

The same ratios apply for the flow velocity

u2:u4:u6 =  1:2— :3—  s  1:0(25): 0 (3 5 ) (3.7)
a2 a2

Non-linear solution

For a area with a length that is small relative to the tidal wave length the integrated 
continuity equation can be written as
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A Q  = F ( Ç ) &  (3.8)

Herein
AQ = difference between the discharges at the begin and end of the area,

F = storage area,
Ç = averaged water level in the area.
A = cross-sectional area

If the area can be considered as prismatic, the flow velocity becomes

A (3. 9) 
A(C) 3t

Where
Au = difference between the velocities at the begin and end of the considered 

area.

These equations show clearly the significance of the hypsometry on the relation between 
the horizontal and the vertical tide. In order to show how the hypsometry influences the 
asymmetiy in the horizontal tide, the hypsometiy of the Western Scheldt as described in 
section 3.1 is used in combination with a vertical tide consisting of a semi-, a quarter- and a 
sixth-diurnal component (eq. 3.4).Further it is assumed that

—  = 0(<5), — = 0 ( 0 ) and —  = 0 (0 )  w ith < 5 « 1  (3.11)
i ï j  Cl 2 d

The condition 5 « 1 ,  say 0.1, implies deep channels. For the Western Scheldt this is a 
reasonable assumption. Therefore the first order Taylor series will be used for F and A for 
the analysis:

= m
z=0

l + i a - l ) — 
v Jd

(3.12)

and similarly

(3.13)
A ( 0  d + Ç  d {  d )

It is noted that the truncated Taylor series (eq. 3.11) only works for a small Ç 

Substituting (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.8) and (3.9) yields
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A Q  = -  F (0 )a2(O sin(ùtf) + 2 — sin(2ûtf -  <p4 ) +  3— sin(3ûtf -  <p6 )
(3.14)

-  F (0){a  -  l)a2(o^-sin(cot)cos(cot) + higher order terms in ö

ctL
Au = -------a-,0) s in (ö # )+ 2 — sin(2coí -  ç>4) + 3 — sin(3ù# -  <p6)

(3.15)

 a2(ú— sin(ô#)cos(ûtf) +  higher order terms
d  d

The leading (first order) term due to the non-linear interaction under influence of the 
hypsometry is thus a quarter-diurnal one. The summation of the two quarter-diurnal terms 
in equation 3.15 (neglecting all the second order terms) results in the following expressions 
for the amplitude ratios of the discharges q and velocities v

^  = 2 Í i J l  + i ( « - l ) ^ í l c o s % + f c Ü
Aq2 a2 \  2  ; d  a4 YA 16

2 i  \ 2 
(X2 ci2
d  a

(3.16)
4 y

A v 4 _  a,  L  1 ö ,  a 7 1
 1  =  2 — 1---------— COS (p, +  —
Av, a , y 2 d a ,  16

\2 

4 J

(3.17)

A ft _  Av6 _  ,  «6= 3—  (3.18)
Aq2 Av2 a2

where
Aq<> = difference in the discharge between the begin and end of the considered 

section induced by the #-diumal component. 
a u #  = difference in the velocity between the begin and end of the section

induced by the #-diurnal component.
(p4 = the phase difference between the quarter-diurnal and semi-diumal tide.
d = the maximum depth in the considered area.
a# = the amplitude of the #-diumal component o f the vertical tide.

For the Western Scheldt the phase difference between the quarter-diurnal tide and the sem- 
diumal tide, cp4> is small. This means that the (quarter-diurnal) asymmetry in the discharge is 
enhanced by the hypsometry whereas the asymmetry in the flow velocity is weakened by 
the hypsometry. This explains why, for instance, a flood-dominant duration asymmetry 
(shorter rise) of the vertical tide is not necessarily accompanied by a flood dominant 
magnitude asymmetry (larger flood velocity) of the horizontal tide.
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In summary:
• The asymmetry of the horizontal tide, discharge as well as flow velocity, is stronger 

than that of the vertical tide. This is mainly due to the fact that the frequency of the 
overtides and the compound tides causing the tidal asymmetry have a higher 
frequency.

• The quarter-diurnal component of the discharge is larger than the linear solution 
suggests.

• The quarter-diurnal component of the flow velocity is smaller than according to the 
linear solution, but still larger than a4/a2.

• The sixth-diurnal components of the flow velocity and of the discharge are both 
larger than the linear solution suggests, but the difference is of higher order Ô.

3.3.3 Asymmetry of observed horizontal tide

Sufficient information on the asymmetry of the vertical tide in the Western Scheldt estuary 
is available, as an extensive data set exists for the tidal constituents at various stations. 
However, for the tidal constituents of the horizontal tide the information is scarce, simply 
because the derivation of tidal constituents requires long-term observations which are much 
more difficult to obtain for the horizontal tide. Long-term discharge observations are often 
to expensive. In practice impossible only some long-term single-point velocity records are 
available. Here the previously-described (section 3.3.1) depth-averaged flow velocity 
records were harmonically analysed to investigate the characteristics of the asymmetry of 
the horizontal tide at two locations in the western part of the Western Scheldt.

Since the flow velocity is a vector, each tidal constituents of the velocity is represented by 
an ellipse. In general, it is no longer possible to characterise the asymmetry by a amplitude 
ratio and a relative phase difference. Each constituent is characterised by the direction of 
the principal axis of the ellipse, the amplitudes along the two axes and the corresponding 
phase. So there are four independent parameters instead of two. The question arises how the 
asymmetry should be characterised now. Note that the analysis of Van de Kreeke and 
Robaczewska (1993) is in fact only for ID cases. One may also wonder if it is possible 
and/or necessary to extend the theory to general 2D case.

The ellipses of M2 and its overtides for the two stations are shown in Fig.3.4. For the station 
in the ebb channel the following observations are made:

• The principal directions of M2, M4 and M6 are not the same. The principal direction 
of M4 is almost perpendicular to that of M2. The Mô has a direction in between the 
two.

• The magnitude of the M6 constituent is larger than that o f M4 .which is very small 
for this station.

That the principal direction of the M4 tide is almost perpendicular to that of the M2 is 
probably caused by secondary flow due to curvature. The secondary flow due to curvature 
is perpendicular to the longitudinal flow and its magnitude is proportional to the absolute 
value of the velocity magnitude in the longitudinal direction. The frequency of the variation 
o f the secondary flow is exactly two times that of the main flow. This means that in a 
estuary where the tide is dominated by the M2 component, M4 will be the dominating
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component o f the secondary flow due to curvature. The station under consideration is 
indeed located in a bend.

For the station in the flood channel the following observations are made:
• The principal directions of M2, M4 and M6 are not the same but the differences are 

much smaller than in the ebb channel.
• The magnitude of the M4 component is much larger than in the ebb channel.

The tidal constituents along the principal direction of M2 at the two stations are given in 
Table 3.3. It is remarkable that the MS4 plays an important role in the quarter-diurnal tide, 
and the 2MS6 is even the largest sixth-diurnal component at both stations. The latter points 
at a strong-neap spring tidal variation of the quarter-diurnal and sixth-diumal asymmetry. 
The consequences for the sediment transport and morphology are not known yet. This 
requires additional research.

Tabel 3.3 Tidal constituents o f the velocity along the principal direction o f M2 tide
Ebb channel Flood channel

Component Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase
mean -0.162 0.088922

01 0.026 142.9 0.025 131.9
diurnal K1 0.021 20.7 0.022 320.1

PI 0.007 16.5 0.007 315.9
M2 0.739 0.9 0.721 347.1

semi S2 0.205 61.2 0.184 47.4
diurnal K2 0.059 61.2 0.053 47.4

N2 0.135 355.8 0.124 349.1
quarter- MN4 0.01 146.8 0.043 88.2
diurnal M4 0.018 32.1 0.122 87.7

MS4 0.031 125.2 0.102 134.9
sixth- 2MN6 0.033 158.1 0.048 121.2

diumal M6 0.065 155.4 0.08 122.5
2MS6 0.093 202.3 0.102 165.7
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Fig3.4 Ellipses o f M2, M4 and M6 tide at two considered current meter stations.
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3.4 Temporal variation of the asymmetry of the vertical tide

The literature survey (Chapter 2) has shown that both indicating parameters (amplitude 
ratio and phase difference) for tidal asymmetry are time-varying. This applies to the 
predicted as well as the measured tide, although it is not clear if the characteristics of the 
variations are the same. The tidal asymmetry exhibits an important variation over the 
spring-neap cycle.

Predicting the tide at Vlissingen with 9 tidal constituents shows some typical characteristics 
of the variations of the two parameters in the spring-neap cycle. The question arises 
whether this typical temporal variation pattern of the tidal asymmetry over a spring-neap 
cycle is due to physical causes, or simply to the presentation o f tide-signal in the frequency 
domain. The answer to this question is of significant theoretical and/or practical 
importance. If physical causes are behind the variation pattern it is important to know which 
processes and/or mechanisms give rise to it. Also if the variation pattern is caused by the 
presentation of the tide in the frequency domain, it is of great importance to the 
morphodynamic modelling practise. Most morphodynamic models work with the so called 
morphological tide, which is chosen somewhere between the mean and the spring tide. The 
predicted astronomical tide is often used and it is usually made periodic by representing it 
by a Fourier series.

To obtain the answer of the question, one only needs to investigate whether the observed 
tide (in the time domain) exhibits the same variation pattern o f the tidal asymmetry as the 
predicted astronomic tide. If this is the case then it can be concluded that the variation 
pattern is due to physical reasons. Otherwise it is probably caused by the presentation of 
tide in the frequency domain.

The temporal variation of the asymmetry of the predicted vertical tide at Vlissingen has 
already been analysed in Chapter 2. The recorded water level at Vlissingen of 45 lunar days 
is used here to analyse the asymmetry of the predicted tide. The semi-, quarter-, and sixth- 
diumal components at each lunar day are determined by carrying out a Fourier analysis. 
The results are shown in the Fig.3.5-Fig.3.9. The following observations / conclusions are 
made:

• The amplitude ratios a4/a2 and a6/a2 increases with the increase of the amplitude of 
the semi-diurnal tide (Fig. 3.6, 3.8). The asymmetry of the tide is thus stronger at 
spring tide than at neap tide. The averaged value of the ratios are about aM4/aM2 and 
a\tó/aM2 respectively. This agrees with the conclusion derived from the analysis of 
the predicted tide.

• Like in the results based on the tidal constituents there is not a simple relation 
between a2 and a4/a2 but there is a large scatter (Fig 3.8). However, the conclusion 
that the ratio is larger during the period from spring to neap than from neap to 
spring does not apply to the observed tide.
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• The relative phase difference between the quarter-diurnal and semi-diurnal tide 
shows a scatter around the value 2cpM2-<PM4 (Fig. 3 .7  and 3 .9 ). The scatter is larger at 
neap tide than at spring tide. So far it agrees with the results based on the tidal 
constituents. However, the scatter here is a random one rather than the ordered 
scatter in the picture based on the tidal constituents (i.e. the predicted tide). The 
conclusion that the phase difference is larger in the period from spring to neap than 
from neap to spring is not supported by the observations. The same applies to the 
relative phase difference between the sixth-diurnal and the semi-diurnal tide (Fig
3 .7  and 3 .9 ).
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Fig.3.5 Variation of mean level and amplitudes of semi-, quarter- and sixth-diurnal tides
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Fig.3.6 Variation of the amplitude ratios
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Fig.3.8 The amplitude ratios related to the amplitude o f semi-diurnal tide

This leads to the conclusion that some of the variation characteristics of the tidal asymmetry 
are the same for predicted and the observed tide, whereas others are not. That the tidal 
asymmetry is stronger at spring tide than at neap tide is the most important common 
characteristic. The physical reason behind this is apparently that the non-linear interactions 
as described in Chapter 2 are more important during spring tide than during neap tide. The 
most important difference between the predicted and observed tides is the ordered scatter in 
the predicted tide versus the random scatter in the observed tide. However, this difference 
may be due to the restricted number of tidal constituents used to predict the tide. This 
would not be a surprising conclusion considering the fact that that with only two base 
constituents (in total six constituents) the relation is a closed line whereas with three base 
constituents (in total nine constituents) it already becomes a chaotic picture.
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Fig.3.9 Relative phase differences related to the amplitude of semi-diurnal tides

In the morphodynamic modelling of coastal systems a so called morphological tide is often 
used to represent the tidal forcing. There are various methods to determine the 
morphological tide. One of them involves the selection of a period within a spring-neap 
cycle and making the tide periodic. Because of the non-linear relation between the sediment 
transport and the flow velocity it is generally suggested that the morphological tide should 
be slightly larger than the mean tide . The underlying tidal data can originate from tidal 
prediction or measurements. Note that the tide at the model boundary is often generated by 
running a larger model with the astronomical tide at the open boundaries. Here too the 
‘data’ is in fact based on a tidal prediction. From the present analysis it is clear that this 
method of determining the morphological tide, whether prediction or observation-based is 
susceptible to large errors in the tidal asymmetry due to the overtides:

• Picking an arbitrary time-interval means choosing a point in the wide scatter of Fig.
3.8 and Fig.3.9. This means that the amplitude ratio as well as the relative phase 
difference can be far from the long-term average.

• When using observed data, it is not well known which sign the error will have.
• When using a predicted tide the error will depend on whether the interval is chosen 

in the half-cycle from from neap to spring or from spring to neap, it also depends 
on the number of tidal constituents used.

For the quarter-diurnal and the sixth-diurnal components o f the morphological tide it is 
probably better to simply use the theoretical value based on M2, M4 and M6, rather than the 
results of the Fourier analysis for an arbitrarily selected time-interval.

3.5 Relation between tidal asymmetry and morphology

A first discussion on the relation between the morphological development and the 
development of the tidal asymmetry is given by Gerritsen et al (1999). It appears that the 
results in the literature, e.g. those of Speer et al (1991), are qualitatively applicable to the 
Western Scheldt, especially when the change of the tidal asymmetry is considered.

In the present sectiom, the influence of morphological characteristics on the tidal 
asymmetry will be discussed in further detail. Various geometry parameters have been used
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for characterising tidal asymmetry in estuaries. All of these parameters suggest that the 
intertidal area and the depth of the estuary are important. Estuaries with a relatively large 
intertidal areas tend to be ebb-dominant and relatively shallow estuaries tend to be flood- 
dominant. The discussion here will focus on the following questions:

• Which parameters are the most appropriate for characterising the geometry of the 
Western Scheldt from the perspective of tidaltidal asymmetry?

• Are there parameters, in addition to the ones already mentioned in the literature, 
that are important for the tidal asymmetry in the Western Scheldt?

3.5.1 Tidal asymmetry with respect to  quarter-diurnal tide

The two parameters indicating tidal asymmetry for the four stations in the Western Scheldt 
(Vlissingen, Temeuzen, Hansweert and Bath) in the period 1971-1997 are given in Fig.3.10. 
A discussion of the development shown by this figure is given by Gerritsen et al (1999). 
Here it is noted that the tidal asymmetry of the vertical tide in the different parts of the 
estuary is not the same.

The tidal asymmetry in an estuary is influenced by the asymmetry of the tide at the seaward 
boundary of the system (e.g. Van der Spek, 1994). Similarly, it is likely that the tidal 
asymmetry at a certain station is interrelated with the tidal asymmetry in the downstream 
(seaward) located area. Based in this presumption it is hypothesised that the change o f the 
tidal asymmetry in a certain part o f  the estuary, rather than the tidal asymmetry itself 
should be related to the morphological characteristics and developments o f this part o f  the 
estuary. This hypothesis will be used as guideline in the analysis below.

The change of the tidal asymmetry between two stations is represented by the ratio of the 
two amplitude ratios and the difference between the relative phase differences. The two 
parameters are thus defined as

These two parameters for the sections Temeuzen-Vlissingen, Hansweert-Temeuzen and 
Bath-Hansweert are shown in Fig.3.11 The trend in the historical development is better 
visible than in Fig.3.10.

\  2  /  s ta t io n  2

V 2 /  station 1

and (2<p2 -  (p4 )slallon2 -  (2<p2 ~ <P4 ) (station 1 (3.19)
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Fig3.10 Development of the amplitude ratio and phase difference between the M2 and M4
tide.

From figure 3.11 shows the following features regarding the asymmetry of the vertical tide 
in the three regions o f the estuary:
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• In the eastern part, between Hansweert and Bath (Vak 1 and 2, Fig. 3.1), the tide is 
flood dominant. This is indicated by the positive value of the phase-difference 
parameter Bath-Hansweert (upper panel). The decrease of this parameter between 
1971 and 1980, points at a reduction of this flood dominance in time. The 
amplitude ratio parameter initially decreased and is increasing again since about 
1980.

• The central part of the estuary, between Terneuzen and Hansweert (Vak 3 and 4), is 
ebb-dominant. The ebb-dominance in this area decreased between 1971 and 1985.

• In the western part of the estuary, between Vlissingen and Temeuzen (Vak 5 and 6), 
the asymmetry o f the vertical tide gradually altered from neutral to slightly flood- 
dominant during the period 1971-1997.

In the following section it will be investigated if this observed development of the tidal 
asymmetry can be related to the large-scale morphologic (hypsometric) evolution of the 
channel and shoal system and the net sediment transport directions derived from sand 
budget studies.
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Fig.3.11 Development of the relative amplitude and phase parameters (eq. 3.18). Relative 
refers to the changes with respect to the seaward located water level station, i.eTemeuzen 

versus Vlissingen, Hansweert versus Temeuzen and Bath versus Hansweert.

3.5.2 Morphological characteristics and their changes

Using the information o f the hypsometry as described in section 3.2 it is possible to derive 
the morphological parameters used by e.g. Speer et al (1991).
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For Vs, the volume of water stored on tidal flat between high and low water, we have

Vs = V { a ) - V ( - a ) - 2 F ( - a ) a  (3.20)

For the channel volume under mean sea level

Vc = V ( - a )  + a F ( - a )  (3.21)

The mean channel depth is

V, r (-a)
h = — = — ) + a

F ( - a )  F ( - a )
(3.22)

Substituting Eq.(3.1) voor V and Eq.(3.2) voor F yields the two indicating parameters as 
defined by Speer et al (1991):

a
a

a  — 
d (3.23)

1 +
a

T a  __
V ~ f

1-
V

a
+  —  

d

, a - l - 1 -

a
a  — 

d

1 -
a

(3.24)

These two parameters for the six parts (vak, echo-sounding areas) of the estuary in 1955 
and 1996 are shown in the left panel of Fig.3.12. In the right panel the flood- and ebb- 
dominance of the vertical tide in the six areas is indicated. The latter information is 
obtained from figure 3.11 (see previous) section. For the morphologic situation of 1955 the 
tidal asymmetry in 1971 is indicated since information of the tidal asymmetry is not 
available for 1955. This leads to the following observations / conclusions:

• Most flood dominant parts of the estuary have larger values of a/h as well as Vs/Vc. 
The fact that larger values o f a/h correspond with flood-dominance agrees with the 
conclusions of Speer et al (1991). Qualitatively the results of Speer et al. (1991) are 
thus applicable to the Western Scheldt. However, the exact separator between ebb- 
dominance and flood-dominance as shown in Fig.3.12 is not the same as the one 
found by Speer et al.(1991, see Fig.2.9). This was to be expected, since the Western 
Scheldt differs very much from the estuaries considered by Friedrichs et al. (1990).
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• There is one point in the right panel that deviates from the general trend. It 
represents the part Vak 5 in 1996. This area is specified as flood-dominant because, 
according to Fig.3.11,in 1996 the western part (Vak 5 and 6) shows a slight flood- 
dominance and because Vak 5 has a larger a/h value than Vak 6. In fig.3.12 this 
point is located in a region where all other points are ebb-dominant . The 
conclusion is therefore that the theory o f Speer et al (1991) does not explain the 
flood-dominance of the western part of the estuary in 1996.
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Fig.3.12 The geometric parameters in the six parts of the Western Scheldt in 1955 and 1996 
(left) and in relation to the flood ebb-dominance of the vertical tide (right)

The analysis can also be taken one step further by relating the changes of the morphology to 
the changes of the tidal asymmetry. For this purpose the differences of the two parameters 
in the two years (1955 and 1996) are related to the change of tidal asymmetry from 1971 to 
1997 (Fig.3.13). First the two parameters a/h and Vs/Vc and their changes from 1955 to 
1996 are determined for the six parts (the upper panels of Fig.3.13). Then the average 
changes of the two parameters in the eastern part (averaging Vak 1 and 2), the central part 
(Vak 3 and 4) and the western part (Vak 5 and 6) are related to the change of the phase 
difference from 1971 to 1997 as shown in Fig.3.11 (the lower panels of Fig.3.13). The 
following observations are made:

• Most changes of the two parameters occur in the eastern part of the estuary (Vak 1 
and 2).

• The change of the two parameters seem to be related with each other.
• The change o f both parameters correlates well with the change of the tidal 

asymmetry in the corresponding part.

That the changes o f the two parameters seem to be related with each other is due to the fact 
that a/h and Vs/Vc are not independent of each other. This is simply illustrated by the fact 
that an increase of tidal amplitude, for example, causes an increase in both parameters. In 
the present case, the changes of both parameters are mainly caused by the changes in the 
deep channel parts, as is shown in Fig.3.14-Fig.3.16. The figures give the volume changes 
o f various parts of the estuary from 1955 to 1996.
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Fig.3.13 Changes of the two morphological parameters as defined by Speer et al (1991) and 
their relation to the changes of the relative phase difference between M4 and M2
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Fig.3.14 Volume changes of eastern part of Western Scheldt (Vak 1 and 2)

Qualitatively the theory of Speer et al (1991), although based on totally different cases, is 
perfectly applicable to explain the changes o f the asymmetry o f vertical tide in the Western 
Scheldt, caused by the quarter-diurnal tide.
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Fig.3.16 Volume changes in the western part (Vak 4, 5 and 6)

3.5.3 O ther indicating param eters

Other alternatives

Instead of the two parameters (a/h and Vs/Vc) defined by Speer et al. (1991) the application 
of other alternative parameters can be considered:
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Other parameters found in literature. As described in Chapter 2, there are also 
other parameters suggested in the literature. An example is the one suggested by 
Dronkers (1986, section 2.3.3). A similar analysis as described above can be carried 
out for this parameter. The conclusions will be similar to those drawn for the theory 
of Speer et al. (1990). This can simply be observed by comparing Fig.3.12 and 
Fig.2.10.
Using independent parameters. As mentioned in the previous sub-section, the two 
parameters defined by Speer et al (1991) are not independent of each other. This 
can be a disadvantage. A possible set of independent parameters containing the 
same information is e.g. a/h and A/A, where the last parameter represents the ratio 
between the horizontal area of tidal flats and the total area of the corresponding 
(part of) estuary. It is recommended to consider this set of parameters in the 
following study
The parameters in the fitting equation for the hypsometry. In combination with 
the tidal amplitude two dimensionless parameters a  and a/d can be defined. The 
same data as in Fig.3.12 now yield Figure 3.17. It seems that this set parameters has 
the potential to separate the flood-dominant areas from the ebb-dominant ones. 
However there is, no theoretical basis for it at this moment (the separator line 
drawn in the figure is a suggestive one). Furthermore, this set o f parameters has its 
restrictions, since it can only be used in cases where the suggested fitting equation 
for the hypsometry applies.
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Fig.3.17 Alternative parameters, based on the equation 
describing the hypsometry in the Western Scheldt, to 
characterise the ebb/flood dominance of the vertical 
tide in the estuary.

Additional parameters

The fact that the theories found in the literature are not quantitatively valid for the Western 
Scheldt indicates that e.g. the parameters defined by Speer et al. (1991) do not form a 
complete se t, in that they cover all relevant aspects of the tidal asymmetry in the estuary. In 
other words, there must be other parameters which also have influence on the tidal 
asymmetry and which are (almost) constant for all the cases considered by Speer et al 
(1991).
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As already noted in Chapter 2, all cases considered by Speer et al (1991) concern a fixed 
length of the estuary, they all concern short and prismatic estuaries, and they are all friction- 
dominated cases. Making use of the analyses of Li and O’Donnell (1998) on tidal 
rectification, the following additional parameters are identified:

• The ratio between the length of the estuary and the wave length of the tide.
• The ratio between a length-scale of the morphological variation along the estuary 

(e.g. the change of width) and the wave length of tide.
• The ratio between the tidal period and the decay time due to friction.

Further research is required to determine the roles of these parameters.

3.5.4 Tidal asymmetry due to  sixth-diurnal tide

So far no theory relating the tidal asymmetry caused by the sixth-diurnal tide has been 
found in the literature. If the same figure as Fig.3.11 for the quarter-diurnal tide is made for 
the sixth-diurnal tide, one obtains Fig.3.18. As the sixth-diurnal tide plays an important role 
in the Western Scheldt, it is recommended to carry out research concerning the tidal 
asymmetry caused by this group of constituents, and its relation with the morphology.
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Fig.3.18 Development of the indicating parameters with respect to the downstream
station for M6-M2
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3.5.5 Concluding discussion

Although the theory found in the literature is not quantitatively applicable to the Western 
Scheldt, the results presented in the previous sub-sections can readily be used to estimate 
the changes of the tidal asymmetry due to a certain human interference in the estuary, e.g. a 
further deepening o f the navigation channel. This can be done by determining the two 
parameters (a/h and Vs/Vc) before and after the interference and plot them in Fig.3.12 and 
Fig.3.13. The change of the locations of the points before and after the interference gives an 
indication of the direction in which the tidal asymmetry changes. Based on the available 
data it is even possible to give a quantitative prediction to a certain extent.

This working method is in fact based on interpolation / extrapolation using the available 
data. It implies the assumption that the interference will not affect the additional parameters 
mentioned in 3.5.3 in such a way that the relation between the tidal asymmetry and the two 
parameters used here will change significantly.
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4 Summary, conclusions and
recommendations

The objective of the study was to review the theory and concepts on tidal asymmetry and 
residual sediment transport in estuaries and to asses their applicability to the Western 
Scheldt estuary. This chapter summarises the principal results and conclusions of the study. 
Besides it gives some recommendations for further research, to further increase and 
operationalise the knowledge and understanding of the tidal asymmetry, residual transports 
and morphologic evolution of the estuary.

The results of the present study were based on the following assumptions and restrictions:
• The estuary is well-mixed: horizontal and vertical density gradients are neglected.
• The estuary is tide-dominated: the influence of a river outflow and meteorological 

forcings on the water motion and the tidal asymmetry are not considered.
• Most of the theoretical analyses and their applications are based on a ID approach.
• The period o f the M2 tidal constituent is used as the tidal period.

4 .1 Summary and conclusions

Asymmetry refers to the ebb-dominance or flood dominance of the vertical and horizontal 
tide: the vertical tide is flood-dominant if the duration of falling tide exceeds that of the 
rising tide. Ebb-dominance occurs in the opposite situation. The horizontal tide (velocity) is 
considered flood-dominant if it induces a residual sediment transport in landward (flood) 
direction, whereas it is ebb-dominant in the case of a seaward directed residual sediment 
transport. The asymmetry of the horizontal tide may be associated with:

• An asymmetry in the magnitude of maximum flow: for instance if maximum flood
velocities exceed maximum ebb flow a flood-dominant transport (bed load and 
suspended load) is likely to occur, as the sediment transport non-linearly increases 
with the velocity.

• An asymmetry in the duration of slack water: if the duration of slack water before 
flood (SBF) exceeds the duration of slack water before ebb (SBE) an export (ebb- 
dominance) of fine suspended sediment is favoured. When the period of slack water 
before flood lasts shorter the period of slack water before ebb an import of fíne 
suspended sediment is likely to occur.

The astronomical tide and its spatially and temporally varying asymmetry can be described 
in terms of a number of harmonic components. The amplitude ratio and the phase difference 
of M2 and its overtides are often used to characterise the tidal asymmetry.

A theoretical analysis of the individual non-linear terms in the ID equations of momentum 
and continuity showed that overtides (M4 etc.), compound tides (MS4 etc.) and tidal 
rectification (M0) are generated by the non-linear interactions of the M2 tidal component 
with itself (auto-interaction) and with other fundamental constituents: a time-invariant mean 
effect (rectification) and the overtide M4 originate from the auto-interaction of the M2 via 
three non-linear terms, viz.: the advective inertia term (B), the bottom friction term (D) and
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the discharge gradient term (G). The sixth-diurnal overtide and compound tides (e.g. M6 , 
4MSô) are essentially due to the non-linear interaction of M2 with itself and other 
fundamental constituents (e.g. S2) via the bottom friction term (D). This means for instance 
that in shallow tidal areas characterised by large spatial velocity gradients a generation of 
M4 is likely to occur as a result of the auto-interaction of M2 via the bottom friction term 
and the advective inertia term.

Residual flows may strongly influence the asymmetry of the horizontal tide. Their 
generation is very sensitive to spatial variations in bathymetry and horizontal geometry, 
which makes it a difficult subject to be studied. The residual water motion in the Western 
Scheldt seems to be dominated by bathymetry-induced residual flows: at many locations in 
the estuary the total cross-sectionally averaged residual current velocity is the net (small) 
effect of a relatively large residual flood flow in the flood channel and an ebb-dominated 
residual flow in the ebb channel. The intensity (magnitude) of residual circulations induced 
by the ebb and flood channels goes through a neap-spring tidal cycle.

The relationship between the asymmetry of the vertical and the horizontal tide is a non
linear one, because the storage width and cross-sectional area change with the water level 
(hypsometry effect). This implies that a flood-dominant duration asymmetry of the vertical 
tide is not necessarily associated with a flood-dominance of the tidal current. The 
elaboration of this relationship for the Western Scheldt showed that the hypsometric 
properties of the channel / shoal system tend to reinforce the (quarter diurnal) asymmetry in 
the flow rates, whereas they tend to weaken the asymmetry in the velocities.

The analysis o f some available field observations of the vertical and horizontal tide in the 
western (seaward) part of the estuary revealed an increase of the tidal asymmetry with the 
tidal range: during spring tide the asymmetry of the vertical and horizontal tide tends to be 
stronger than during neap tide. Apparently, the non-linear interactions are stronger during 
spring tide than during neap tide. The neap-spring-tidal variation finds expression in the 
generation of the quarter-diurnal and sixth-diurnal compound tides, which may even exceed 
the magnitude of the overtides M4 and M6. The assessment of the implications of this 
observation for the sediment transports and morphology in the estuary requires new 
research.

Previous studies on the relationship between the asymmetry of the vertical tide and the 
overall (estuarine) morphology indicate that the mean channel depth (the parameter a/h) and 
the inter-tidal area (volume, the parameter Vs/Vc) strongly influence the asymmetry of the 
vertical tide: shallow estuaries tend to be flood-dominant, whereas deeper estuaries with 
large inter-tidal areas tend to be ebb-dominant. The theory of Speer et al, (1991) has been 
evaluated for the Western Scheldt estuary. First, the spatial variations of the quarter-diurnal 
tidal asymmetry in 1997 and 1971 were compared with the large-scale morphologic 
characteristics (a/h, Vs/Vc) in 1955/1971 and 1996. This comparison shows that flood- 
dominance of the vertical tide is indeed associated with larger values of a/h (water depth) 
and Vs/Vc (inter-tidal area) than in areas where an ebb-dominant tidal asymmetry prevails. 
Thus, the observations qualitatively agree with the conclusions of Speer et al.(1991). The 
line that distinguishes ebb-dominance from flood-dominance does not coincide with the
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results of Speer et al. (1991). This is not surprising since the Western Scheldt significantly 
differs from the systems studied by Speer et al. (1991).

The evaluation of the theory of Speer et al. (1991) was extended by considering the 
temporal changes of the tidal asymmetry (of the vertical tide) and the hypsometry. Herein it 
was hypothesised that the (spatial) change o f the tidal asymmetry between two stations, 
rather than the asymmetry itself, should be related to the morphologic changes (in terms of 
a/h, Vs/Vc) of the area in between the water level stations. This exercise showed that the 
theory of Speer et al. (1991) also qualitatively explains the observed changes of the tidal 
asymmetry and morphology: the deepening of the eastern (landward) part of the estuary was 
accompanied by a reduction of the flood-dominant asymmetry of the vertical tide. In the 
western sections of the estuary a small overall shoaling and increase of the inter-tidal area 
were associated with an increase of the flood-dominance between Vlissingen and Temeuzen 
and decrease o f the ebb-dominance of the between Hansweert and Temeuzen. These results 
imply that the theory of Speer et al. (1991) may also be applied to assess the impact of 
human interference on the asymmetry of the vertical tide in a qualitative way. Finally, a few 
alternative parameters have been identified that may be used to extent the parameterisation 
of the relationship between tidal asymmetry and estuarine morphology.

4.2 Recommendations

By reviewing the available knowledge in the literature and by analysing the particular 
situation of the Western Scheldt the results of the present study reveal also the caveats in 
our knowledge. Further studies are required in order to fill them in.

For the specific situation of the Western Scheldt it is recommended to carry out additional 
analyses on the following subjects:

• Residual currents. The residual current appears to be one of the important factors 
influencing the residual sediment transport field in the estuary, but the analysis on 
this subject in the present study has been restricted.

• Origin o f asymmetry of the vertical tide in the Western Scheldt at the process level.
This has not been analysed in the present study since this will at least require ID
modelling of the tidal motion in the estuary.

• Mechanisms for sediment transport in the Western Scheldt. The following 
hypotheses require a verification on the basis of 1-D and 2-D numerical modelling 
(see also below):
— The asymmetry (ebb / flood-dominance) of the vertical tide, caused by the 

generation o f overtides, is associated with a similar asymmetry of the
horizontal tide (the cross-sectionally-averaged velocity). Thus, a flood-
dominant vertical tide is accompanied by maximum flood velocities that exceed 
the maximum ebb velocities.

— The direction of the large-scale sediment transport, i.e. integrated over the 
estuarine cross-section, and the transfer of sediment between estuarine sections 
depends on the tidal asymmetry induced by the generation of the overtides.

• Effect of sea level rise and 18.6 year tidal cycle.

Most of the knowledge (theories, models, concepts, ...) appears applicable to the Western 
Scheldt in a qualitative, but not directly in a quantitative sense. The following studies
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should be carried out in order to make the basic knowledge better applicable to the Western 
Scheldt:

• ID tidal motion modelling using the hypsometry data / relations of the Western 
Scheldt and herewith
— determine the separator between ebb- and flood-dominance in the diagram of 

Speer et al (1991) for the case of the Western Scheldt.
— investigate if an alternative set of indicating parameters will better work for the 

estuary.
— extend the analysis on the influence of the hypsometry.

• 2DH tidal modelling for the Western Scheldt for further analysis on the residual 
flow fields in the estuaiy.

Furthermore, the following analyses are recommended in order to fill in the existing 
knowledge caveats:

• Analyse the relation between the sixth-diurnal tide and the morphology.
• Analyse the relation between sediment transport and tidal asymmetry for the two- 

dimensional case: extend the work of Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993) to 
2D.

• Analyse the additional parameters influencing the tidal asymmetry.
• Analyse the effect of other factors, e.g. the meteorological forcing , on the sediment 

transport, and the interaction between these factors and the tidal asymmetry.
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A Periodicity and period of tide

In the strict mathematical sense a function of time t is periodic with the period T if for many 
value of t

f ( t  + T)  = f ( t )  (A.l)

As a simple example the following function

f ( t )  = cos(cot) (A.2)

is periodic with the period 

2 K
T = —  (A.3)

co

In this sense the tidal variation of e.g. water level is not periodic. This can be demonstrated 
by considering the periodicity of the following function:

ƒ  ( r )  =  co s(60,f ) +  eos (co2t)  (A.4)

This function will only be periodic if the ratio between the two frequencies is a rational
number:

®l  = Hl
(02 n2

(A.5)

The period will then be

2 k  2 k
‘1 — 2 60, Í02

(A.6)

The sum of more cosines functions will only be periodic if the ratios between all the 
frequencies are rational numbers. For three cosines this is case if

60, n, , co2 n,
—1 = —  and —̂  (A.7)
co2 n2 603 « 4

The period in this case is 

2 kT  = m —  (A.8)
602

where m is the common multiple of n2 and n2.
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In the case of tidal variation many cosines are involved and the frequencies of them are 
determined by the motion of the celestial bodies. It is almost impossible that the all the 
ratios between these frequencies are rational numbers since there are much more irrational 
numbers than rational numbers. Even if it were periodic the period would be very large. 
Although the tide is not periodic we do talk about tidal period, by which we usually mean 
the period of the dominating (often M2) tidal constituent. A more strict definition may be 
the time interval between two high waters or between two flood slacks. If such a strict 
definition is used the tidal period is no more a constant but varies from tide to tide. This can 
be demonstrated by considering a tide consisting of two constituents (e.g. M2 and S2).

g(t) = am  cos(coi) + as2 eos (cot + A cot) (A.9)

The high and low waters are determined by

= -  coaM2 sin(útf) -  aS2(co + Aio)sin(ö)i +  A cot) = 0 (A. 10)
at

or

a,Jco + Aco) . ,
— 5 2 V  6 S i n ( A ú t f )

tan(£Oi)== - —r-------------  (A .ll)
1 +

+  A t o )  , L .  
 L c o s ( A  cot)
“m2®

The solution of this equation is shown in the following figure demonstrating that the time 
interval between high and low waters are varying in time.
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Fig.A.l The high and low waters occur at the cross points between the tangent function 
with the frequency of the M2 tide and the periodic function (right hand side of A.l 1) with 
the beat frequency. The first three high waters are indicated at the upper figure which is a 
zoom in of the lower figure.
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B I -D equations for the tidal motion in a 
channel with variable width

The cross-sectionally integrated, 1-D equations of motion for well-mixed, channelised flow 
in a tidal embayment with intertidal flats may be expressed as (e.g. Speer and Aubrey, 

1985):

(A ) (B ) (C ) (D)

b
d t

+ j - { b cu ( K + 0 }=o

(E ) (F )

which:
t = time,
X = distance to channel entrance,
u(x,t) = cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity,
£(x,t) = water surface elevation w.r.t. mean sea level,
ho = water depth below mean sea level,
8 = acceleration due to gravity, and
cf = bed friction factor
b = total embayment width (including flats)
bc - - the width of the channel

(A) the local inertia term,
(B) the advective inertia term,
(C) the slope term,
(D) the bottom friction term.

The terms in the equation of continuity, are:

(G) the storage term, and
(H) the discharge gradient term.

d u  d u  dÇ
— + u —  + g ~ ^ + c f  
d t  d x  d  X

u\u

K  +
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